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Abstract
Every day, millions of users utilize their mobile phones to access music streaming services such
as Spotify. However, these ‘black boxes’ seldom provide adequate explanations for their music
recommendations. A systematic literature review revealed that there is a strong relationship
between moods and music, and that explanations and interface design choices can affect how
people perceive recommendations just as much as algorithm accuracy. However, little seems to be
known about how to apply user-centric design approaches, which exploit affective information to
present explanations, to mobile devices. In order to bridge these gaps, the work of Andjelkovic,
Parra, & O’Donovan (2019) was extended upon and applied as non-interactive designs in a mobile
setting. Three separate Amazon Mechanical Turk studies asked participants to compare the same
three interface designs: baseline, textual, and visual (n=178). Each survey displayed a different
playlist with either low, medium, or high music popularity. Results indicate that music familiarity
may or may not influence the need for explanations, but explanations are important to users. Both
explanatory designs fared equally better than the baseline, and the use of affective information
may help systems become more efficient, transparent, trustworthy, and satisfactory. Overall, there
does not seem to be a ‘one design fits all’ solution for explanations in a mobile setting.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and Research Context
Recommender systems (RSs) alleviate the problem of information overload through content
filtration. Improving systems by enhancing recommendation algorithms has previously controlled
much of the discourse around research topics in this field. However, by aiming sole attention at
statistical accuracy, other elements which also have direct implications on how recommendations
are perceived may be overlooked. According to Swearingen & Sinha (2001) and Ricci et al.
(2015), a user’s experience with a recommender system is actually not confined to whether or not
they get accurate recommendations. According to Åman & Liikkanen (2010, p. 1),
recommendation aids such as “explanations, interactive elements, and visualizations” have been
shown to greatly improve user experience. Millecamp et al. (2019) asserts that due to the ‘black
box’ nature of recommender system, explanations should be used to increase a user’s
understanding of a system and its music recommendations. Bostandjiev et al. (2012), Millecamp
et al. (2019), and Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019) are examples of recent studies within
the music domain where elaborate explanatory interfaces were developed to tackle issues which
can occur in algorithm focused ones such as of lack of acceptance, transparency, usability, and
usefulness. According to Nunes & Jannach (2017), researchers are constantly experimenting with
what types of explanations should be presented, where when and why they are presented, how
they are presented, how they are generated, and how to evaluate them. Visualizing explanations
show promising results over text only explanations as far back as Herlocker et al. (2000), where
explanatory graphs were preferred over explanatory sentances. Chen & Pu (2013), Kamalzadeh et
al. (2016) and Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019) have experimented with affect-based
explanations, an alternative datatype to genres, which also show positive results. Explanations
should be used whenever necessary for the elucidation of recommendations, but the design
approach to this is currently unclear, particularly when it comes to mobile devices. Issues such as
balancing low cognitive load and providing enough information can be especially challenging
when designing for smaller screens. If previous research shows that explanations can improve
recommender systems in a variety of different domains with larger screens, there is clearly a need
to better understand the potential explanations have on improving user experience in the music
domain on mobile devices.

With the role of connected devices steadily increasing, they are becoming an integral part of
the listening experience. As reported by IFPI (2018, p. 5), “75% of consumers use smartphones

to listen to music”. This number jumps to 94% for users between the ages of 16 and 24.
According to Spotify AB (2020), as of March 31st 2020, Spotify is the world’s leading music
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Figure 1: Contextualization of this master’s thesis.

streaming service which is exclusively audio-based having around 130 million Spotify Premium
users in addition to 156 million Spotify Free users. The business article by Iqbal (2020) indicates
that almost 60% of users world-wide primarily listen to Spotify on mobile devices. In terms of
design, Spotify’s mobile application unfortunately contains noticeably less details and
explanations than their desktop application. It seems as though they think they must cut content in
order to accommodate smaller screens. As there is not necessarily a correlation between usage
and user satisfaction, the upwards trend of people using smartphones to listen to music calls for
the additional academic research of mobile interface design for MRSs in general, as well as in the
specific context of explanations.

1.2 Problem
The problem domain of this master’s thesis is explanations in recommender systems, with a
specific focus in a mobile setting. Figure 1 displays the overlap of the most relevant literature
pertaining to explanatory interfaces and MRSs, including those which were tested on smaller
screens. Searching through pertinent literature accrued no articles which present established
design guidelines specifically for music recommender system interfaces to address the
presentation of recommendation explanations for mobile devices. Hardly any previous studies
have optimized their music recommender system interfaces for handheld devices. The goal of this
thesis is to bridge these gaps by investigating what types of affective music explanations are
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appropriate for smaller screens in addition to examining their importance from a user’s
perspective. In broad terms, the problem statement for this thesis is:

Making recommendations understandable through explanations in a mobile setting

1.3 Research Questions
This master’s thesis looks specifically into what design elements of mood-based music
recommendation explanations valued most by users are best suited for mobile devices.
Throughout this thesis, the current state-of-the-art and user studies are reviewed and evaluated in
order to address the following research questions (RQs):

RQ1: To what extent are explanations in mobile music recommender applications valued by users,
and how does music familiarity affect that?

RQ2: How do users evaluate the different design elements of music recommendation explanations
in a mobile setting?

RQ3: To what extent do users prefer these explanations to be either textual or visual?

RQ4: To what extent do affect-based explanations influence a user’s perception of the system and
its music recommendations?

1.4 Contribution
Previous literature has verified that people actually want more explanations in music recommender
systems. This thesis first reexamines this notion by completing a systematic literature review.
The topic of explanatory interfaces is becoming more prominent in today’s research but current
academic and commercial approaches to explanations are either too complicated or simple for the
average user. The studies completed in this research address how to design music recommendation
explanations when being displayed on a mobile device, and user perceptions of explanations both
in general, and in terms of music familiarity. Two main design science research artifacts were
produced through this research: a literature review and two new explanatory interface designs for
mobile devices. Insight is provided into users’ personal preferences and perceptions of different
explanation designs by providing a statistical comparison of the two novel interfaces against a
baseline. Implications of this study show that explanations in a mobile setting may lead to higher
or more efficiency, user satisfaction, transparency, trust, and/or use intention.

3



Figure 2: Thesis synthesis.

1.5 Thesis Outline
This paper consists of 5 Chapters: Introduction 1, Background 2, Methods 3, Results 4, Summary
and Conclusion 5. These discuss the domain of recommender systems, the methodology behind
the design science artifacts, along with an assessment and discussion of the user studies. The
research was carried out as shown in Figure 2. First, a thorough literature review was conducted
in order to create an organized overview of the current state-of-the-art in the form of a table and
venn-diagram, Table 3 and Figure 1 respectively. Kitchenham & Charters (2007, p. 3) explains
a systematic literature review as being “a means of identifying, evaluating and interpreting all

available research relevant to a particular research question, or topic area, or phenomenon of

interest”. This process is discussed in more detail in B. Based on the literature, a series of different
prototype designs and questionnaires were created iteratively in accordance with Design Science
principals. The focus then turns to the evaluation and analysis of the findings from the user testing.
The conclusion includes a clear presentation of the direct implications these results have on the
research questions along with ideas for future exploration.
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2 BACKGROUND
The current state of the art in music recommender systems, recommender systems for mobile
devices, and recommendation explanations, is discussed here. Section 2.1 touches upon
algorithms, interface design tools and frameworks, and interactive music recommender systems.
Section 2.2 is an extension of the first, but focuses specifically on mobile interface design for
music recommender systems. Section 2.3 examines specific ways of visually representing
recommendation explanations in the recommender system domain generally. Section 2.4 provides
a synopsis of this Chapter, accompanied by a detailed overview of this information laid out in
Table 3. The works mentioned here are meant to provide structure and lay the groundwork for
new research pursuits, such as the study explained in this thesis.

2.1 Music Recommender Systems
The origin of recommender systems stems from the idea of creating a system which resembles
the common human behavior of asking others for assistance in daily decision-making tasks. Ricci
et al. (2015, p. 4) defines RSs as “software tools and techniques” that aid users in a variety of
different decision-making processes by providing “suggestions for items that are most likely of

interest” to them. According to Ricci et al. (2015, p. vii), this field is composed of a mixture
of “artificial intelligence, human computer interaction, data mining, statistics, decision support

systems, marketing, and consumer behavior”, and only became an independent field of its own
in the mid-1990s. When the e-commerce boom occurred, RSs helped lighten peoples burden of
trying to navigate the vast amount of information available in the ever-growing world wide web.
Today, RSs are vital to web giants like Amazon, Facebook, and Google in addition to popular
streaming services such as Apple Music, Spotify, and YouTube.

Ricci et al. (2015), proceeding from Burke (2007), denotes that the main classes of
recommendation techniques are collaborative filtering, content-based, demographic, and
knowledge-based. It is also becoming more and more common to create hybrid recommender
systems which consist of two or more of these techniques. Content-based systems base their
recommendations off of items users have previous liked by comparing these items to find other
similar items. Collaborative filtering compares users in the same fashion, rather than items, by
recommending liked items from other users with similar taste profiles. Demographic RSs make
recommendations without needing a long user history by comparing a user’s demographics, such
as age or gender, to other users with similar backgrounds. As stated in Ricci et al. (2015, p. 13),
knowledge-based RSs utilize “specific domain knowledge about how certain item features meet

users’ needs and preferences”. All of these approaches can be used to generate either generalized
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or personalized suggestions and can give either serendipitous or similar recommendations.
Jannach et al. (2011) articulates that personalized recommendations require explicit or implicit
user data in order to create a user model or user profile from which the predictions can be based
off of. It can be difficult to make accurate predictions when data for a new item or new user is
unknown, which is referred to as the cold-start problem. Outside of the main types of RSs,
context-based, personality-based, emotion-based, and cross-domain, among others, are being
more and more frequently used to create more personalized recommendations.

Music Recommender Systems are typically directed at making tailored predictions not only
about one specific item such as a song, but also groups of items such as an album or playlist which
contains several songs. In the music domain, Ricci et al. (2015) describes how content-based item
to item recommendation approaches are often favored, as information descriptors about items are
usually more readily available than explicit user feedback. MRSs therefore rely heavily on the field
of Music Information Retrieval (MIR); a field which obtains semantic data about music through
either meta-data or audio content. Types of meta-data used include web mined keywords, human
made annotations, or social tags. Audio content data consists of acoustic and musical features
such as timbre, tempo, or musical key. In addition to what recommendation algorithm is used to
generate suggestions, Ricci et al. (2015) also stresses that the design of a RS and how its graphical
user interface looks are equally important factors for how useful and effective a system is. These
aspects can play a significant role in how users perceive a RS. Music meta-data is not only used
in algorithms but can also be visibly presented with text-based views, visual representations, or
in combination. Some examples of different visualizations include graphs, icons, maps, node-link
diagrams, radial views, sliders, or tables. Visual representations of music may actually contribute
to better recommendation explanations. This thesis puts recommendation algorithms aside, and
rather aims attention at design-oriented aspects of MRSs in the area of explanations. The following
overview of related works build upon these themes.

2.1.1 MusicBox

MusicBox is described by Lillie (2008) as being an innovative music recommendation application
for maneuvering through large music libraries which focuses on song navigation, exploration, and
recommendation. The idea behind this thesis was to create a program which diverged from the
standard, static, text heavy system, which primarily bases recommendations on artist genre
generalizations. Artists may produce a broad range of songs with different sound properties. This
means that a single album or single artist usually does not confine to a specific genre. This
alternative application therefore compares features of individual songs to define their similarity
ratings. MusicBox allows users to choose which content-based and context-based descriptors,
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Figure 3: MusicBox interface from Lillie (2008).

such as mood or time signature stability, should influence the song recommendations they receive,
as opposed to just genre. The interface design is interactive, where songs are represented by
different colored circles and shown in a two-dimensional visual space.

The interface, shown in Figure 3, is broken up into 5 main components. Interaction tools and
feature controls are on the left. The song visualization area is in the middle, where similar songs
are shown closer together and dissimilar songs presented further apart. When users add songs to
their playlist, they appear on the right-hand side along with basic song information for the song
that is currently playing. MusicBox expresses another means to visualizing an entire music library,
albeit with a limited sample music library of just between 140 - 500 songs.

MusicBox was tested with 10 people, but testing only really took advantage of the available
content-based features and not context-based. It mainly compared iTunes playlist creation to
MusicBox playlist creation. All participants were fairly familiar with the music players, although
one had never used iTunes before. Users took advantage of the similar artists spaces feature for
artists they liked, but also avoided these spaces for musicians they did not like. Ease of use was
not as positive as the author had hoped.Since MusicBox gives users many options on how to
visualize their music library, which in turn affects their recommendations, 1 hour for using testing
may not have been enough time for users to become familiar with the system or get a full enough
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sense of the program. Despite given more control in the music space with specific music features
to choose from to explore music, due to the diverse song base in this serendipitous program, such
descriptors seemed unclear to users. It seems users wanted more control rather through the ability
to edit song information or by having the option to increase or decrease feature importance.

Some users could see patterns emerging among similar songs but could not articulate or
explain the connection between choosing certain descriptors and receiving certain
recommendations. This indicates that while searching for songs based on meta-data other than
genre may help with music discovery, a lack of explanations can make the interface confusing.
Lillie (2008) concludes that it is positive that MusicBox helped users to broaden their perspective
about music recommendations by changing their expectations. When confronted with what the
user perceived as more serendipitous recommendations than they were possibly used to, Lillie
(2008, p. 104) explains that they “attempted to explain this discrepancy by adjusting their own

[mental] model” about musical relationships. However, Lillie also constructively notes that
seeing attributes or song titles etc., will never be enough to guess what a song will sound like.
Adding a visual space helped users understand the relationship between songs, but only to a
certain extent, as this information overload did not enable users to interpret explanations clearly
enough.

2.1.2 Avatars, Potentiometers, and Album Covers

Jukka Holm published 9 articles and developed 6 interactive high-fidelity interface prototypes for
computers in his PHD thesis “Visualizing Music Collections Based on Metadata: Concepts, User

Studies and Design Implications” (Holm, 2012). This was in collaboration with Nokia Research
Center and Tampere University in Finland. Holm’s subsequent publication, “Designing for Music

Discovery: Evaluation and Comparison of Five Music Player Prototypes” (Lehtiniemi & Holm,
2013), reveals an overview of the main graphical user interface (GUI) prototypes tested. According
to Lehtiniemi & Holm, the interfaces ranked from most promising to least promising are as follows:
album cover-based design with clip previews, avatar-based, potentiometer-based, animated mood
pictures, cube-based, and a virtual world where buildings and characters represent music genres.
The top three of prototypes will be the focus of this section. Each GUI listed above was tested
individually by 40 Finnish participants and documented in previous research articles. Lehtiniemi
& Holm did a comparison study where 40 new participants tested the first five GUIs mentioned
above over the course of two to three weeks in order to better compare them in the publication
mentioned above. These studies examined the effects of music discovery without textual search
fields, but rather through visually pleasing interfaces. All were qualitative and quantitative, where
participants were interviewed, observed, and asked to complete several surveys.
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Figure 4: Avatar-based interface from Holm et al. (2010).

Prior to designing the high-fidelity prototypes, a series of different experiments were completed
to determine the best visualizations to use. Tempo and release year were two aspects which were
analyzed in Holm (2012, p. i), “in addition to... five different visualization methods (colors, icons,

fonts, emoticons and avatars) for representing musical genres”. Holm (2012, p. 5) discovered
that “it is not possible to design a globally-accepted color-genre mapping... as the associations

between colors and genres are highly subjective and... results indicate that colors alone are not a

good general solution for visualizing musical genres”. Fonts gave slightly better results, seeming
like a promising alternative. However, it can be difficult to find the exact fonts needed to accurately
represents certain genres. Icons were very promising as the majority of users easily and correctly
perceived what icons matched which musical genres.

The findings from the color and icon studies gave a baseline for how to create avatars. The
avatar application, shown in Figure 4, automatically creates playlists for music discovery based on
avatars. The user can either build an avatar themselves or chose one of the randomly generated
avatars. Avatars consist of a head, a body, and a background image. Each part corresponds to
one of 5 musical genres Metal, Rock, Electronica, Dance, Hippie, Soul and Disco. That’s a total
of 125 possible avatar combinations. Results showed that the stereotypical avatars achieved even
slightly better results than the icons, however the avatars took up the majority of screen real estate.
The author points out that while large detailed visual explanations are helpful to convey more
information, they may not be well suited for smaller mobile devices.

In line with Avatars came the Potentiometer-based user interface shown in Figure 5. The top
left image displays the start screen. Here, users can turn the circular knobs to change the tempo
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Figure 5: Potentiometer-based interface from Lehtiniemi & Holm (2013).

or gain. Turning the tempo knob left correlates to receiving a song with a slower tempo, while
turning it to the right presents the user with a song that has a faster beat. The gain knob worked
correspondingly, but rather controlled the energy level and aggressiveness of a recommended song.
Alternatively, users can click the arrow up button, in the middle on the bottom, in order to choose
one or more genres. The application changes its color and style depending upon the genre of music
which is currently playing. The genre screen is shown in the bottom left image, where uses click
the arrow down button to once again reveal the home screen.

Results show that the potentiometer-based interface is satisfactory for music discovery. Holm
(2012, p. 53) state that it is “innovative, handy, easy to use, and entertaining, and the graphical

designs matched well with the musical genres”, however, it scored slightly worse than the avatar
interface. This may be in part due to the fact that users noted that it was too simplistic for
continual use, or even just as an additional tool for a standard music player. Feedback suggested
that people would be more receptive to this tool if there were a greater amount of specific options
for calibrating song recommendations as well as the possibility to search by text.

In the album cover space interface, a user is presented with a wide variety of album covers.
Upon clicking a cover, a short snippet of one the songs from that particular album is played. The
audio clip is visually represented in a manner similar to an audio-wave, as shown in Figure 6a.
Playlists are represented as collections of album covers showing what music is up next. Users can
click the ‘Get similar’ button to retrieve similar music corresponding to the current playing song,
as shown in Figure 6b. While the use of interactivity in this model is novel, the ability to preview
songs is not. Music imagery first began with album covers, so it is quite reasonable to say that
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(a) Choose an album to preview music. (b) Playlist view.

Figure 6: Album cover space interface from Lehtiniemi & Holm (2011).

this is a branch standard. This approach is slightly simpler which is easier to use and also good
for music discovery. Users preferred the interactive album cover space to all the other interfaces
which exploited different types of musical meta-data. However, while being a familiar and popular
interface design choice, users complained that the absence of additional features makes it difficult
for them to understand the similarity relationship between albums. In other words, there was a lack
of explanations.

The authors posited that the visual interfaces presented would be considered user-friendly and
innovative. This hypothesis held true as the interfaces were well received from the majority of
users. The results show that visual interactive GUIs help with user engagement as users proactively
searched for new music during user testing on their own accord. However, unless specifically
designing for music discovery, it would otherwise not be beneficial to remove all textual features
as this limits users’ ability to search for specific items.

2.1.3 Interactive Music Recommender Systems Survey

A recent survey on interactive recommender systems, He et al. (2016), contained an in-depth
analysis of twenty-four different interactive recommender systems, of which seven were from the
music domain. Overall, a majority of the twenty-four systems represented data relationships with
node-link diagrams or radial visualizations. Additional visualization techniques used were
set-based visualizations, icons, flow charts, tables, and scatter plot. Half of these systems had a
visualization objective of transparency and/or controllability, a third explored explanations and
justifications, while only two experimented with context. Almost all looked at the metrics
effectiveness and or usefulness, followed by usability. A few looked at trust, satisfaction and/or
engagement, while only two looked at efficiency. In order to evaluate their systems, many chose
to compare them to a baseline system. The following will provide an overview of the music
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Musical Avatar interface from Bogdanov et al. (2013).

recommender systems which were tested. They are as follows: CoFeel from Chen & Pu (2013),
Empatheticons from Chen et al. (2014), Musical Avatar from Bogdanov et al. (2013), MusiCube
from Saito & Itoh (2011), SFViz from Guo et al. (2011), SmallWorlds from Gretarsson et al.
(2010), and TasteWeights from Bostandjiev et al. (2012).

CoFeel and Empatheticons were designed for mobile devices and will therefore be explained in
more detail in Section 2.2 Mobile Music Interfaces. Seen in Figure 14, they were the only interfaces
to have the visualization objective of emotional context in a social group setting. TasteWeights,
due to being an explanatory interface, is mentioned in greater depth in Section 2.3 Explanations in
Recommender Systems. Seen in Figure 20, this node-link diagram lets users control their music
recommendations through contextual data from Wikipedia, Facebook, and Twitter. In addition,
this survey discusses the explanatory interface SetFusion by Parra & Brusilovsky (2015), which is
also is pertinent literature. However, it has been excluded from this particular section as it is not a
MRS, but is brought up in Section 2.3 too.

Musical Avatar and MusiCube both focus on how to justify recommendations and use content-
based recommendations. Musical Avatar, as implied in its name, accomplishes this by the use of
avatars, using the icon visualization technique. The avatars, which Bogdanov et al. (2013, p. 25)
refers to as “humanoid cartoon-like characters”, were created by taking semantic descriptors from
songs such as musical genres, moods, and instrumentation, and mapping those to different visual
aspects of persons style as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7a shows a breakdown of an avatar which uses
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Figure 8: MusiCube interface from Saito & Itoh (2011).

a binary strategy, where 0 represents no traits and 1 represents one or more traits. So the absence
of traits was also seen as valuable information to use when creating a final avatar. Bogdanov et al.
(2013, p. 28) explains how the “descriptor values influence the selection of the different graphic

elements used to construct the avatar”, as shown in Figure 7b. MusiCube also concerns itself with
controllability. The visualization method used is a scatterplot, where the X and Y axis represent
different musical features, which produce tune recommendations in the form of colored circles, as
shown in Figure 8.

The objectives of SFViz, SmallWorlds, and TasteWeights were transparency and controllability.
SFViz is a spatial interface for exploring social recommendations using collaborative filtering.
Figure 9 is an example of their interface showing top recommended friends. SFViz is composed of
a hierarchy of music tags from Last.fm, where users are categorized within specified tag groupings.
Instead of user testing, the authors opted for presenting use-cases and was therefore not evaluated
further in this interaction survey. SmallWorlds is an interactive explanation interface, also for social
recommendations. Gretarsson et al. (2010) compared three different node-link diagram interfaces
as shown in in Figure 10. They tested graph-based, tree, and concentric layouts in a Facebook
application, where the tree worked best. Items being recommended were either books, movies, or
music. In each interface, nodes are color-coded and linked together by lines where larger nodes
correlate to a closer neighbor relation. The user’s avatar node is a light green color, while other
user profile nodes are slightly darker. Similar friends are shown in blue, while dissimilar friends
and items are orange. Recommended items are yellow.
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Figure 9: SFViz interface from Guo et al. (2011).

Unlike the other music recommender systems, SmallWorlds, Musical Avatar, and TasteWeights
did not ask users to explore freely. The first two approached user testing by comparing different
visualizations. The second two compared different recommender algorithms. In terms of metrics,
all of the MRSs except for Musical Avatar, explored usability. All expect for MusiCube chose
usefulness. Interestingly, CoFeel was the only system out of all systems evaluated in this survey,
not just the MRSs, to not use questionnaires during user testing. TasteWeights, SmallWorlds,
and MusiCube looked at effectiveness, which was determined by performing a recommendation
accuracy test and task performance analysis. MusiCube, SmallWorlds, and TasteWeights took
recommendation accuracy in account.

The results were overwhelmingly positive. User testing of all music recommender systems
evaluated resulted in positive usefulness and usability feedback. SmallWorlds’ evaluation of user
satisfaction showed positive results. Users voiced that CoFeel and Empatheticons increased their
level of engagement with the system. MusiCube, SmallWorlds, and TasteWeights proved that
their systems increased user acceptance. There were mixed reviews on whether MusiCube’s task
performance was better or not, but other feedback declared that its visualizations increased user
acceptance of the system. According to He et al. (2016), overall results show that explanatory
interfaces can increase user trust and that explanations can improve user acceptance of
recommendations. More control and better perceived user experience can also help with user
trust, however too much control can lead to over-fitting. User control has an impact on
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(a) Graph-based interface. (b) Circular interface.

(c) Tree interface.

Figure 10: SmallWorlds interfaces from Gretarsson et al. (2010).

recommendation accuracy, and manual exploration is better when a user knows what they are
looking for. In terms of design, visualizations help users understand the rationale of recommender
systems. However, novice users may benefit from simpler graphics as advanced visualizations can
be too complex. In addition, icons can sometimes be misleading. The findings suggest that there
is no concrete evidence to theorize that there is one specific design type that is suitable for all
users.

While one can make generalizations about groups of users, no two users are the same, so
one should keep in mind user disparities when designing new interface visualizations. At the same
time, psychological studies such as Rentfrow & Gosling (2007), Rentfrow et al. (2012), and Nave et
al. (2018), have explained that peoples personalities and musical preferences can be generalized to
a certain extent. It could be said that since stereotypes hold true for the majority, it is acceptable for
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music recommender systems to stereotype users in order to make recommendations. In the case of
avatars, Bogdanov et al. (2013, pp. 25, 30) claims that their use for preference elicitation in music
recommendation “provides a reliable, albeit coarse, visual representation of the user’s musical

preferences”. It can therefore be implied that avatars can help users understand the connection
between music recommendations and the stereotypical avatars. Avatars can actually function as a
type of recommendation explanation.

He et al. (2016, p. 25) suggests that new research could focus on creating custom and flexible
systems which can adapt “visualizations to the knowledge level and interest of user”. Another
direction is how to incorporate emotions and moods in recommender systems. He also expresses
that further research should include testing on mobile devices, as multi-touch interactions have the
potential to increase search accuracy and provide more efficient information filtering. This thesis
has taken that feedback into account by covering both moods and designing for mobiles.

2.2 Mobile Music Interfaces
Before the digital music era, people have carried around radios, cassette players, compact-disk
(CD) players etc. with them to listen to music on the go. The concept of a digital audio player
gained popularity arguably due to the invention of Apple’s iPod in 20011. The iTunes store was
launched soon after which was the first place where one could purchase digital music legally. This
digital music library synced seamlessly with the iPod to provide users with an on-the-go music
listening device. Today, the modern smart phone has for the most part replaced devices such as
the iPod. In addition, music streaming services have also replaced the necessity to purchase both
digital and physical music.

Technology has revolutionized the music industry yet designing for mobile music applications
has not been a priority. As shown in Figure 1, there are hardly any academic works within the field
of MRSs which have designed their interfaces for smaller screens in addition to actually evaluating
them with user testing. This section discusses these few music applications where research has
specifically focused on mobile optimization in addition to the evaluation of some mobile interface
designs of commercial streaming systems.

2.2.1 Kugou, Kuwo, and QQ

Despite explicitly focusing on the research gap in China, Hu (2019) is still relevant in this domain
due to the general lack of research evaluating music services specifically on mobile devices. Hu
uses a combination of ResQue, the Recommender systems’ Quality of user experience evaluation

1https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2001/10/23Apple-Presents-iPod/
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framework by Pu et al. (2011), and Nielsen’s 10 usability heuristics2 to evaluate the user experience
and recommendation accuracy of China’s three most popular music mobile applications Kugou,
Kuwo, and QQ. The first two mentioned focus purely on music. The latter is an all-in-one app,
focusing on twitter-like social media functions, where users can utilize a variety of other apps, such
as the music application tested in this study, from within QQ. These are shown in the Figures 11,
12, and 13, where a, b, and c refer to the homepage, settings menu and search results page.

While observing the results of this study one must keep in mind that only Chinese user
perspectives were studied and that cultural factors may cause bias. All eighteen participants were
somewhat acquainted with both the user testing process and the applications tested as they had
previously used and evaluated at least one of them prior to this study. Users were observed using
a think-aloud protocol while navigating, browsing, searching, and exploring recommendations
and their accuracy for all three apps. They were subsequently interviewed about their experience.
According to Hu (2019, p. 20), positive criteria included “Feedback, Metaphor, Consistency and

Memory” from Nielsen’s heuristics, while users regarded the criteria of “Recommendation

Accuracy, Interaction Adequacy, Design and Privacy” from ResQue as being negative.
Overall, users did not respond favorably to homepages which positioned large banners on top as

they took up a large portion of their phones screen space. They preferred simplistic icons and most-
used shortcut features. At the same time, if the design seemed too minimalistic, it was considered to
be a poor composition choice, as it favors style over features and explanations. While participants
reacted mostly positive, Hu (2019, p. 23) reported that, in specific regards to QQ’s design, there
was “too much information displayed on the screen” which made the interface feel less intuitive.

Hu recommends that designers should try to find an aesthetic balance between form and
function. This is especially important when designing for mobile devices with smaller screens. In
addition, Hu noted that while only one participant mentioned the feature of customization, other
previous studies published in the western world have shared this sentiment and that
personalization also be taken into consideration when designing music recommender systems for
mobile devices.

2https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
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Figure 11: Kugou mobile interface Hu (2019).

Figure 12: Kuwo mobile interface Hu (2019).

Figure 13: QQ mobile interface Hu (2019).
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2.2.2 CoFeel and Empatheticons

According to Chen (2015), persuasive social recommendations in a group setting are effective
at motivating users towards living a healthier life, and yet few users actually reach their goals.
Chen’s thesis focuses on improving interface design for social group recommender systems and
starts by exploring interactive music recommendation visualization tools. GroupFun was the initial
music group recommender system application created to host these tools. It was originally created
for desktop computers but was ultimately designed and tested on a Samsung Galaxy SII 9100
with Android OS. The mobile version of GroupFun is a simple application where users log in
with their Facebook account to create and join different music listening groups. Users add songs
to a group playlist, rate these and other songs in said playlist, and ultimately get to see their
groups overall rating for the same songs. According to Chen (2015, p. 23), “GroupFun generates

recommendations by aggregating all users’ preferences using Probabilistic Weighted Sum (PWS)

to maximize user satisfaction”.
To enhance GroupFun, three different visualization tools for emotion annotation were

researched: a color wheel which uses a radial view visualization technique, as well as two icon
designs, hapticons and kineticons. The most promising methods were CoFeel and Empatheticons
which are shown in Figure 14. The visualization objective of both CoFeel’s color wheel and
Empatheticons kineticons, is emotional context in a social group setting. The goals in both
experiments were to test for user engagement, usability and usefulness, where both applications
received positive feedback in all three areas.

While participating in a group music listening session, CoFeel enables users to input their
current mood and the strength of that mood. On this emotional color wheel, moods are represented
through a combination of colors and text and are situated in the space based on valence and arousal
dimensions. In order to choose an emotion, users must pivot and tilt the phone until the track icon
reaches the appropriate spot on the screen. A user can see the moods which other users in their
group chose for that song and all the individual moods collectively become the group’s total mood
score.

A qualitative pilot study was conducted with only four people, therefore the data may be
considered to have little statistical significance. User behavior was observed during the sessions,
and participants were also recorded due to the additional use of the think-aloud method as well as
the unstructured follow-up interviewing of participants. All participants reacted positively to
CoFeel and agreed that the design of the interface was helpful in the tagging of emotions. In
terms of interaction, having to rotate the phone to register emotions proved cumbersome while in
motion, although everyone thought it was fun. Despite the fact that great consideration was given
as to how much information CoFeel should display due to the limited space of a mobile screen, all
users felt that the listed emotions should be more dynamic as emotions may have different
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(a) CoFeel interface. (b) Empatheticons interface.

Figure 14: CoFeel and Empatheticons mobile interfaces from Chen (2015).

meanings in different contexts.
Empatheticons gets its name from the combination of empathy and motion icons. With

Empatheticons, Chen (2015, p. 38) have been able to “exploit kineticons - an iconographic

motion technique - as a means to visualize emotions”. It differs from CoFeel in that it provides
both an individual and group space visualization, as well as being more dynamic with more
detailed and personalized emoticons. Users no longer have to try to interpret the emotion
annotation of others, as they are now more easily perceived through iconic emotional moving
pictures of the individual user. The mood categories used were based off of the Geneva Emotional
Music Scale (GEMS) created by Zentner et al. (2008). Zetner’s work is perhaps the most
extensive research ever done on classifying emotions induced by music. GEMS organizes
emotions into 9 major mood categories: wonder, transcendence, tenderness, nostalgia,
peacefulness, power, joyful activation, tension, and sadness.

18 people from various countries around the world, divided into 6 groups of 3, partook in
the user study for Empatheticons. Users were observed during testing and were asked to fill out
a questionnaire postliminary. According to Chen et al. (2014, p. 7), “users could easily map the

empatheticons to their respective emotions in a musical context”, “empatheticons could effectively

enhance users’ perceptions of togetherness”, and user satisfaction had a high correlation with user
annotation activity levels. However, it is interesting to note that in order for users to get acquainted
with the system before testing, they were given a piece of paper explaining the different emotions.
From an explanatory perspective, this interface is obviously not explicit enough for users to clearly
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understand the meaning of these emotions just from using the application. At the same time, user
feedback showed that participants found the application easy to use, easy to learn, useful and fun.

2.2.3 Musicream

The second earliest interface mentioned in this thesis is Musicream, created by Goto & Goto in
2005, and slightly updated in 2009. Goto & Goto (2009) explain that Musicream’s name comes
from the combination of ‘music’ and ‘stream’. Even though this was designed 15 years ago with
limited technological design possibilities, it was quite remarkable for its time. This creative
interactive interface for music discovery, as shown in Figure 15, is reminiscent of a CD collection,
with dot-like song nodes representing disks.

The system has four main functions: the music-disc streaming function, the similarity-based
sticking function, the meta-playlist function, and the time-machine function. Three different mood
colored boxes on the top right of the screen represent faucets or taps which dispense songs in the
form of small floating circles. With the music-disc streaming function, new songs are constantly
being displayed to a user in order to promote music discovery. The amount of cascading songs
released depends upon the weight the user has given to that particular mood feature. The song
circles themselves are also colored coded based on the emotional feeling of that particular musical
piece. When a user clicks on a circle, it expands into what Goto & Goto (2009, p. 143) refers to as
“maintenance mode”, which displays a CD looking icon containing the title and artist name with
playback controls. Moving a disk to the left-hand side of the interface selects it and allows the
user to listen to the song. One can also attach several disks together to make a stack of CDs, or
rather create a sort of playlist. This similarity-based sticking function to create a disc series has an
effect on what other songs appear next in the streaming cascade of new music. According to Goto
& Goto (2009, p. 142), the “ease of sticking” is contingent on how alike the moods are in terms of
timbre similarity. Goto & Goto explain further that two songs which are considered dissimilar may
not stick together at first, though users can potentially change this similarity measure by attempting
to bring these two songs into contact multiple times. While a song is playing, users can simply
hover their mouse over another song in the CD stack playlist in order to cross-fade into the next
song. Playlists can be edited while in maintenance mode, while compressing an expanded playlist
brings it back to its original dot-like state, putting it into what Goto & Goto (2009, p. 143) refers
to as “compact mode”.

The meta-playlist function generates a playlist of playlists, where each series of discs are played
in the order of importance based on where they are located on the screen in relation to the horizontal
line playback bar. The bar can be moved, and anything in contact with the bar has precedence from
left to right, and then other songs are played from top to bottom. Any playlists in compact mode
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Figure 15: Musicream tablet interface from Goto & Goto (2009).

are excluded. Musicream also has a non-interactive auto-playback mode. New songs are smoothly
transitioned to automatically and chosen from the available on-screen songs based on the mood of
the song that is currently playing. The time-machine function keeps screen shots of all activity so
that users can revisit a previous playlist setup. A user can not only see previously played tracks but
retrace the exact actions they took during a previous session too. Playlists can be taken from a past
listening state and be copied and transferred to a new one.

Before using testing, a trial was run on a touch screen windows tablet. Since there was no
keyboard or mouse, Musicream was operated with a digital pen. Users had just under 2000 songs
to choose from, the majority of which were from Japan’s top hits chart, though Musicream can
handle larger libraries. For the main study, there were 27 user testing participants who completed a
questionnaire after freely exploring the tablet application for 5 minutes. Subjects were then asked
to compare Musicream to a baseline standard music player.

Although creating playlists on Musicream was more convenient, it was just as easy to do so in
the baseline system. Most users responded favorably to the interface, agreeing that all four
features, music-disc streaming, similarity-based sticking, meta-playlist, and time-machine, were
interesting. On the contrary, while feature one was seen as effective and four was seen as
convenient, user feedback revealed that users did not want to use feature two and that feature
three was considered inconvenient. Users anticipated a manual search ability, which was nowhere
to be found. Even though Musicream is meant to expose users to unfamiliar music, other studies
show that such interfaces should also give users the option to search manually for specific songs.
Automatic playback mode was useful when trial users got bored of manually interacting with the
system. While there was no concrete evidence of this from user feedback, it is possible that the
system had too much functionality, causing therefore users to opt for this non-interactive
possibility. While there is no statistical data, Goto & Goto (2009) claims that Musicream is easy
to use based on the fact that users did not need a lot of training to get used to the application.
However, the interface does not seem to be explicitly informative as there are no indications for
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how to use the interface or what the different components do. It cannot be intuitive if one must be
taught to use it. Goto & Goto explain that when considering the redesign of Musicream, it should
include combining the interface with a text-based music player in addition to showing additional
bibliographic information about songs. Overall, users preferred Musicream to the baseline
system, saying it was much more enjoyable.

2.2.4 TagFlip

Kamalzadeh et al. (2016) is one of the few studies to take into account the ever-growing number
of people who listen to music on the go. Kamalzadeh created TagFlip, a tool for mobile devices
which tries to find a middle ground between cognitive load and user control by utilizing popular
social Last.fm tags for music discovery. Figure 16 displays the user interaction progression of the
TagFlip interface. Upon first using TagFlip, users can either search for a specific track or choose a
variety of tags to suggest what to listen to. When the current song is playing, the bottom left-hand
side of the interface displays the album art of this song and above it appears a list of its top tags
from the categories of genre, mood, and other. The system initially chooses three tags to set the
basis for the auto playlist creation; two genres and one mood. This list is displayed on the right
side of the screen, with 4 album covers from the next four songs in the playlist shown underneath
it. While the left-hand side updates with new tags and album cover art whenever a new song plays,
the right-hand side stays the same, though the user is free to adjust these tag combinations at any
time. This progression of changing tags, as shown in a and b, changes the amount of songs in their
automatic playlist from 4435 to 1345. By clicking this number amount, as shown in c, the user has
access to the entire playlist. Users can also add tags to songs, as shown in d.

User testing started with three stages of formative usability tests where ten different participants
tested nine initial designs and two final prototypes. They helped Kamalzadeh et al. (2016) to create
a set of design considerations for future research. Adding complex features can take up a lot of
space on a small screen, so the authors needed to find a balance between control, explanations,
and simplicity. One design, inspired by DJ mixer faders, had separate boxes for each tag but
reorganizing things from left to right proved to be less confusing and more organized, creating a
more natural layout flow. They also tested the ability to update the strength of a particular tag to
change the recommendation for the upcoming song either via interactive bars, knobs, sliders, or
text size. Users were unsure about what strength referred to, and in the end gave the feedback
that this level of control was unnecessarily complex. They considered adding visual encodings to
tags to explain how the size of the current playlist song set would change based on the addition or
removal of a tag, but this idea was also discarded as it too proved not to be needed. In order not to
overload a user with too many choices or too much information, it was clear that only a few tags
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Figure 16: TagFlip mobile interface from Kamalzadeh et al. (2016).

could be displayed on the main screen simultaneously. Genre and mood were the two most popular
ways to classify tags, so the other category was created in order to incorporate additional meta-
data. They tried to give users access to all the tags for each specific song, but this led to issues of
visibility since pinned tags would then disappear from the screen as users scrolled through the list
to look at other tags. TagFlip therefore only displays the top three tags from each group, making
for a total of nine tags.

A formal within-subjects design of TagFlip’s final interface was completed with 16
participants. Users were given 5 minutes to get acquainted with TagFlip before testing both it and
the baseline, Spotify. Participants completed questionnaires regarding demographic information,
usability in terms of the system usability scale (SUS), and recommendation aspects based on the
ResQue framework. Afterwards, they were interviewed. As reported by Kamalzadeh et al.
(2016), their interface excelled over the baseline in terms of control, explanations, interaction
adequacy, interface design, transparency, and trust. At the same time, satisfaction and the
willingness to reuse the apps were the same for both TagFlip and Spotify. Even though Spotify
required more effort than TagFlip, it was just as easy to find songs in both interfaces. Though not
perfect, users overall preferred TagFlip to Spotify.

TagFlip does not have a single seed song for playlist creation but rather promotes music
discovery by allowing the user to update next song tags. According to Kamalzadeh et al. (2016),
the user control aspect to this tool is scalable. This means that the application adjusts to both the
needs of users with either low or high engagement levels. Active users can fine tune their playlist
as often as they would like, while allowing other users to update more seldom. The passive users
who may be non-technical or have issues using other systems due to high mental load will enjoy
TagFlip’s low interaction effort. In terms of explanations, users can see direct correlations
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(a) October 8, 2012 Facebook Post. (b) April 24, 2013 Facebook Post.

Figure 17: Musicovery visualizations from Vavrille et al. (n.d.).

between tags and song recommendations, especially when a user modifies them. This type of
transparency increases trust and user satisfaction. The majority of users revealed that there is a
need for TagFlip, as nothing else commercially available comes close to what it achieves.

2.2.5 Musicovery

Between 2007 and 2017 the commercial streaming service Musicovery3 was a popular music
recommendation system which allowed users to discover new music by interacting with its 2D
affective plane. Playlists were automatically generated based on the mood palette of a user. Their
web player’s initial colorful interface consisted of a side panel with various filtering methods such
as dance, genre, mood, and year. The main area was a 2D node-mapping space showing
recommendation results, as seen in Figure 18b. Each song was represented as an individual node
with a specific color and flower sunburst style, where nodes were connected in the 2D space to
explain to users the musical relationship between each other. The center of each node displayed
textual artist information and when clicked upon, brought up a mini music player with the ability
to love or hate the song.

Musicovery experimented with a variety of visualizations, asking users through social media
for feedback about which they preferred. Halfway through their success in 2012, they wrote a post
on their Facebook page asking which type of music visualization style users preferred most out
of the six types shown in Figure 17a. Among all of the 22 people that commented, one person
said they like them all equally. Out of the rest of the 21 people, the majority preferred number

3http://b2b.musicovery.com/
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(a) October 29, 2012 Facebook Post.

(b) January 7, 2017 Facebook Post.

Figure 18: Musicovery mobile and desktop interfaces from Vavrille et al. (n.d.).

2, the rounded version of the rose plot display, followed by number 3, the circular dot icons.
Further research showed that the circular dot icons were indeed the most popular. Shortly after
they launched their application for mobile devices. The progression of the interfaces over the
span of one year, as seen in Figure 18a, leads away from the original design to something more
simplistic and taking into account user feedback. During this time Musicovery continued with user
testing, once again posting on Facebook the image shown in Figure 17b, asking users which mood
pad design they liked best. The chosen mood pad design was number 3 from Figure 17b. User
feedback suggested that they should keep iterating the design as it lacked usability and some user
interface features were difficult to understand. On May 10th 2013, Vavrille et al. (n.d.) announced
the release of a new website version of the application. From there they seem to have focused
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their re-designs on the web-app as some users expressed being hesitant to using such a mobile
application for music, preferring to use other music players such as iPods. Musicovery only worked
with a user’s own music library and at the time mobile devices could not hold a large amount of
songs due to lack of storage space, which may have also accounted for the lack of future updates
for the mobile application. In time, Musicovery adapted and became a radio application, allowing
users to listen to music other than what was in their own personal library.

Musicovery was the first commercial system to implement the use of moods for music
discovery. There were scrutable aspects to the application such as giving users the ability to
control their recommendations. Not only were users able to unlike songs but the system also
prevented those songs from ever being recommended in the future. Musicovery was also the first
application to create a transparent user interface without the use of explicit textual explanations.
Although their use of the of arousal / valence model used in the 2D space for music visualization
was novel and explicit user testing went into developing this application, Musicovery decided to
focus on their recommendation algorithms instead and discontinued all applications in 2017.

2.3 Explanations in Recommender Systems
Many recommender Systems are commonly considered to be ‘black boxes’ by not providing
enough information or justification to the user about the suggestions they receive. Tintarev &
Masthoff (2015, p. 353) describes a black box system as one that lacks transparency in its
recommendation process in addition to not “offering any additional information to accompany

the recommendations beyond the recommendations themselves”. For example, in regard to music
recommender systems, it can be confusing to a user when two music streaming services, such as
Spotify and Apple Music, display different recommendation results even if the user has the exact
same listening habits on both platforms. Therefore, systems may clarify information through
explanations. According to Tintarev & Masthoff (2015, p. 353) “an explanation can be an item

description that helps the user to understand the qualities of the item well enough to decide

whether it is relevant to them or not”. These can be presented as an algorithm or equation,
through natural language or with visualizations. Types of explanation purposes have varied
slightly from paper to paper, where researchers like Tintarev & Masthoff (2007), Jannach et al.
(2011), Tintarev & Masthoff (2015), Nunes & Jannach (2017), Zhang & Chen (2018), and
Jannach et al. (2019), have stressed the importance of different categories. Based on the literature
mentioned above, the main 12 purposes for using explanations are for Comprehensibility,
Debugging, Education, Effectiveness, Persuasiveness, Relevance, Satisfaction, Scrutability,
Transparency, Trust, and Validity. Table 1 should effectively cover all of the various explanatory
goals.
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Table 1: Recommendation explanation definitions.

Explanation Type Definition
Comprehensibility As systems often do not have prior knowledge of a user and do not know

their technical ability level, there should be a match between
recommender concepts and user concepts known to be generally
understood.

Debugging The system should present adequate information so that a user can
identify aspects that should be troubleshooted.

Education Educational explanations should teach users about the system and inform
about the product domain so as to better understand it.

Effectiveness Effective explanations should help users improve their decision making
skills by providing relevant recommendations, thereby allowing users to
explore and identify their preferences.

Efficiency Efficient explanations should curtail the time and cognitive effort needed
to make decisions.

Persuasiveness Persuasive explanations are meant to influence a user’s decision making
behaviors by convincing them to complete a certain action such as liking
or buying a recommended item.

Relevance Relevance explanations may be needed for the justification of asking
users for further information.

Satisfaction Explanations for satisfaction are used to provide better interaction and
user experience with a recommender system.

Scrutability When users identify aspects that should be troubleshooted, scrutable
explanations should allow them to relate this information directly back to
the system.

Transparency Transparent explanations allow users to better understand why they
receive certain suggestions.

Trust Explanations for trustworthiness should enhance the user’s belief and
confidence in the system by raising the user’s certainty in the quality of
their recommendations.

Validity Explanations for validity should allow users to judge and verify their
recommendations.
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In accordance with Kouki et al. (2017), the six major explanation styles are social, content-
based, user-based, item-based, item average rating, and user average rating. A system can provide
social recommendations for music by stating to the user that song A was recommended since
their friend likes song A. A content-based approach could for example explain that song A was
recommended to the user since the user likes a particular genre of music and song A also falls
under that genre category. In essence, new items are recommended to a user-based items which
they previously liked and are explained as such. To explain a user-based recommendation, a system
would clarify that song A was recommended based on other user profiles with similar tastes. For
item-based recommendations a system would explain to the user that song B was recommended
since people who like song A, also like song B and the user likes song A. If the system explains to
a user that song A was recommended since it is popular, or highly rated, then that is item average
rating. A system can also use user average ratings to explain a recommendation. It may state that
song A was recommended since it has high ratings and the user often gives high ratings to songs.

Explanations are not only necessarily for end-users. They can serve a variety of functions,
being either user-centric or used for the benefit of developers, a product owner, or a company’s
stakeholders. Nunes & Jannach (2017) describe that the first type of explanations utilized were
system logs which provided developers with information to fix computer bugs. These event
reports, while informative for developers, are too detailed and complex for normal users to
understand. Information density is always important to keep in mind since information overload
tends to lead to negative results. There are a lot of factors to consider when creating explanations.
Explanations need to be adapted to different situations and different domains. Currently,
according to Nunes & Jannach (2017, p. 169), “there is... no clear consensus on what constitutes a
good explanation”. The following explores these topics through prior prominent research within
the domain of recommendation explanations.

2.3.1 Explaining Recommendations with MovieLens

One of the first major works to explore the importance of explanations in recommender systems
was Herlocker et al. (2000), published by the GroupLens research organization at the University
of Minnesota. An assessment of different explanatory interfaces for movie recommendations was
done with the help of automated collaborative filtering (ACF) and the MovieLens system.
Herlocker et al. (2000) states that ACF is a recommendation technique which follows a white box
model, as opposed to black box, and calculates recommendations based on neighbor similarity
through user feedback, such as ratings. MovieLens was created in 1997 by GroupLens as a
non-commercial system for personalized movie recommendations, similar to the commercial
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(a) Interface 1: Histogram with grouping. (b) Interface 4: Table of neighbors’ ratings.

(c) Interface 11: Baseline recommendation without extra data explaining why.

Figure 19: MovieLens explanatory interfaces from Herlocker (2000).

system IMDb4.
Two different studies were completed as well as an initial pilot test to find out the most

effective models and techniques for supporting explanations in ACF systems, as well to see if
these explanations lead to increased acceptance and better performance. As stated in Herlocker et
al. (2000, p. 7), interviews conducted in the initial pilot study revealed that explanations changed
participants’ “internal conceptual model”. Therefore, in the two main studies that followed,
participants were explicitly told that all explanations were generated using the same model.
Visually, 17 of the 21 interfaces used textual explanations, while 3 presented graphs and 1 showed
a table. Figure 19 shows the three main types of interfaces.

After the pilot test, the earlier study had participants evaluate the acceptance and filtering
performance of explanations by filling out pre and post surveys and testing the system over the

4https://www.imdb.com/
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period of one month. Each participant received a special link to the online website MovieLens.
Upon entering the site, they were either presented with the original layout, which was the control,
or a random new explanatory interface. As user testers may have been familiar with the system
already, the layout for the control group, while not including additional explanations, was still
changed ever so slightly to give the user the impression that it could potentially be one of the new
experimental interfaces. Out of 210 users, 97 who were not in the control group completed the
post survey. According to Herlocker et al. (2000), 86 percent of the 97 preferred the explanatory
interface and would like to see this feature added to MovieLens. The majority of additional
feedback was positive, with some mentioning negative aspects to the algorithms and accuracy of
the recommendations. At the same time, results regarding the effect of explanations on decision
performance were ambiguous.

The later study investigated explanation techniques by having participants compare all 21
explanatory interfaces. In order to prevent a bias as to whether or not a user liked or disliked a
particular movie, each explanatory interface recommended the same movie, and this title was
scrambled. Results from Herlocker et al. (2000) uncovered that most compelling way to present
the explanatory reasoning behind recommendations is through histograms. Specific content
features, such as favorite actor or actress, were received positively by many, however there was a
high variance, showing a clear division between those who evaluate movies based on these
specific factors and those who don’t. People have a desire to search or filter recommendations
differently using various and diverse features. In terms of trust, personalized recommendations,
like through comparing user data to other users, were perceived to be more accurate than ratings
from other sources such as critics, which was also validated in previous studies.

Both studies showed that while detailed graphs were popular among expert users, the authors
advise that one should avoid creating interfaces which are too complex as too much additional
information by way of explanations can be confusing and result in information overload. This sets
a precedence for finding a middle ground and stresses the importance of good design, as Herlocker
et al. (2000, p. 7) states that “poorly designed explanations can actually decrease the effectiveness

of a recommender system”.

2.3.2 TasteWeights

TasteWeights, as described in Bostandjiev et al. (2012), is a hybrid social music recommender
system intended to help users gain control over their recommendations for better system
transparency. Its visual explanation interface, as shown in Figure 20, uses interactive features to
elicit preferences from the end user for better recommendations. As its name implies, users are
encouraged to adjust their musical tastes via interactive slider-weights and other UI components
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Figure 20: TasteWeights explanatory interface from Bostandjiev et al. (2012).

for a more personalized user experience. Hybrid recommendations were generated using a variety
of meta-data and social media information about users’ friends’ preferences gathered from
Facebook, Twitter, and Wikipedia. The left-hand side of the interface displays music the user
already likes. The middle section, context, explains how much information from each source is
being inputted when recommending new music, allowing users to explicitly modify the
importance of specific factors. Bostandjiev et al. (2012, p. 3) describes how each context source
has a particular color, where its opacity changes based on “the weight of the source expressed

through its source slider”. In real time, recommendations are shown in the last column on the
right.

The TasteWeights system was tested in numerous ways with varying levels of interactivity to
explore the effects of system controllability. After a pilot study with 7 user trials uncovered that
the cross-hybrid was the best recommender, the team went ahead with a controlled user study
with 32 people. A within-subjects experiment was performed to conduct a quantitative analysis
on the accuracy of the different recommendation methods. Bostandjiev et al. (2012, p. 8) came to
the concrete conclusion that “hybrid strategies combining different social APIs can provide better

recommendations than traditional CF (over Facebook music preferences)”. Subjects were also
given a post-questionnaire to make a qualitative analysis about user experience. User feedback
from Bostandjiev’s post questionnaire showed that 88% of participants said that the system helped
them understand their recommendations. Through interacting with the system, 84% of users were
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able to receive better recommendations. 80% of participants found the system to be informative,
stating it was useful to see how items were connected. 82% of participants also said the system was
fun to use. However, 78% of participants said it was easy to use, and only 64% felt that the system
was intuitive. The system was predominately well received and liked by the majority. System ease
of use was perceived to be fair, but was only deemed intuitive by just over half of all participants.
Previous research has shown that providing the average user too many options can be confusing,
and that may be the case here.

As reported by (Bostandjiev et al., 2012, p. 3), explaining recommendations keeps a user “in

the loop” by educating them about the recommendation process so they can understand the
reasoning behind a recommendation. This helps with user acceptance, confidence, justification,
and transparency (understanding) of their recommendations and of the recommender system
itself. Tasteweights is a great example of the benefits of building an explanatory interface as it
was shown to increase overall user satisfaction, recommendation accuracy, and user experience.

2.3.3 To Explain or Not To Explain

The black box effects of recommender systems encourage designers to create more visually
pleasing and personalized interfaces which help users understand recommendations as well as
take better control of them. Both Millecamp et al. (2018) and Millecamp et al. (2019) discuss how
they designed interactive interfaces with different visualization methods to analyze controllability,
explanations and the effects of personal characteristics on music recommender interfaces. Figure
21 depicts the initial 3-column formatted interface with two different ‘Modify Attributes’
variations, the slider technique and the radar technique. Users select seed artists, modify the
musical attributes acousticness, danceability, energy, instrumentalness and valence using one of
the techniques, preview a song for 30 seconds, and finally click either thumbs up on a song to
keep it in the playlist or thumbs down to remove it. The second interface, as shown in Figure 22,
incorporated positive aspects of these different features as well as adding a scatterplot and why
buttons for explanations. In addition to choosing a seed artist, users can click the ‘?’ icon to
understand the specifics behind each musical attribute preference, recommendations are explained
by comparing the user’s modified preferences to those of the current selected song, users can
compare individual attributes in a scatterplot layout, and disliked songs are now displayed in
addition to liked songs.

The Millecamp et al. (2018) study compared two different visualization techniques, simple
sliders against the more advanced radar chart. This was done to see what user-related
characteristics influence perception and performance of the user, given that visualizations seem to
be more effective than textual rank-lists, though more difficult for some users. Out of the 80
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Figure 21: Millecamp’s first explanatory interface from Millecamp et al. (2018).

personally procured user testing participants, 40 were approved to be evaluated and finish the
study. In addition to routine demographic questions about age and gender, before testing the
system, Millecamp et al. (2018, p. 104) also asked users about their “music sophistication, visual

working memory, tech-savviness, Spotify usage, familiarity with recommender systems and

attitude towards recommender systems”. For each interface, users were asked to create a playlist
and evaluate their experience afterwards. Evaluation questions were based on the recommender
systems framework ResQue, to assess user experience quality. Participants were also asked to rate
the different musical attributes as well as answer some open-ended questions about control and
visualizations.

Overall, Millecamp et al. (2018) discovered that visual explanations gave users a better
understanding of their recommendations as users were able to recognize how song suggestions
and selected musical attributes were related. Participants favored musical attributes in the
following order: energy, acousticness, danceability, instrumentalness, tempo and valence. Users
unsure of their music preferences seemed to have some difficulties utilizing the ‘Modify
Attributes’ section. In terms of Spotify Usage, avid or frequent users of music recommender
systems were more willing to interact with complex visual interfaces than casual users. Users
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Figure 22: Millecamp’s second explanatory explanatory interface from Millecamp et al. (2019).

with high musical sophistication, Spotify usage, and visual working memory interacted more with
the radar chart interface. On the other hand, users with low musical sophistication and visual
working memory interacted more with the sliders interface. Through evaluating this study,
Millecamp also found out that a user’s opinion of the different interfaces was not dependent upon
their age, gender, recommender system familiarity or stance towards recommender systems.
According to Millecamp et al. (2018) “personal characteristics do not seem to play much role on

perception of the visual control techniques in music recommendation”. The next interface
focused more specifically on the effects of personal characteristics in regard to recommendation
explanations by comparing two interface versions, one without explanations and one with
explanations. Millecamp et al. (2019) expanded upon the user characteristics tested in the
previous study. In addition to visual working memory, they tested two other cognitive skills, need
for cognition (NFC) and visualization literacy. The first tested how willing the user was to engage
with different components of the interfaces, and the second tested the user’s ability to understand
different visual aspects of the interfaces such as the scatterplot. The locus of control personality
trait was also tested, which according to Millecamp et al. (2019, p. 2), “measures the degree of

control individuals perceive towards outcomes”. Of the 105 users recruited via the online
crowdsourcing website Amazon Mechanical Turk, 71 answered questionnaires that were
considered to be consistent and valid enough to be evaluated. The study set up the tasks and
questionnaire more or less in the same fashion, although this time they did not use the ResQue
framework for evaluation. Instead they used a questionnaire based on the metrics of recommender
effectiveness, good understanding, trust, novelty, use intentions, satisfaction, and confidence, as
well as user perception of explanation components. The questionnaire consisted of questions
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which followed a Likert scale5 format.
Millecamp et al. (2019) wrote that the user study revealed that participants spent less time

listening to songs when testing the explanation interface than they did when they tested the
baseline. This shows that explanations helped participants understand song recommendations,
since without explanations, users were forced to listen to songs more often in order to make
decisions. Interestingly, high NFC users preferred the baseline and the use of explanations did not
increase confidence, whereas the opposite was true for low NFC users. In terms of personal
characteristics, Millecamp states that there did not seem to be any correlation between
tech-saviness and explanation preferences. In terms of effects of personal characteristics,
Millecamp found in this study that there was a correlation between the way users interacted and
perceived the recommender systems which was also affected by the addition of explanations. In
closing, Millecamp et al. (2019, p. 10) asserts that when designing for explanatory interfaces,
“like the recommendations themselves, explanations should be personalized for different groups

of end-users. Secondly, to reduce information overloading, users should be able to choose

whether or not they wish to see explanations. Thirdly, explanation components should be flexible

enough to present varying level of details depending on a user’s preference”.

2.3.4 TalkExplorer, SetFusion, and IntersectionExplorer

In order to combat information overload, conventional recommenders tend to be straightforward,
creating interfaces which are not very interactive by only displaying textual ranked lists. On the
other hand, users feel as though they have more control over their recommendations when they can
interact with the system through visualizations of multitudinous data. TalkExplorer, SetFusion, and
IntersectionExplorer are all interactive article recommender system interfaces for the recommender
system Conference Navigator to help academic conference attendees discover lecture information
and research papers while at a conference. Figures 23, 24, and 25 shows the design evolution. In
different ways, they each try to incorporate features from both traditional and ocular systems by
itemizing and visualizing recommendation results.

Figure 23 presents the TalkExplorer interface, which lets users explore talks through both
content and social relevance perspectives to improve a user’s ability to grasp the context of an
item and why it is relevant for them. The left column is the entity section where users can select
what information, tags or users or recommender agents. they want to compare their relationships
and receive recommendations from. The middle is the canvas area where their possible
recommendations are visualized in a cluster-map to compare said entities interrelationships based
on their previous personal choices from the entity section. Each entity is presented as a large

5https://www.britannica.com/topic/Likert-Scale
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Figure 23: TalkExplorer from Verbert et al. (2013).

colored bubble which contains a number of Individual items presented as small yellow circles.
Overlapping circles show which items two entities have in common. Rightly so, item suggestions
are shown in the results panel on the right.

User studies were performed at two conferences in 2012 with 14 and 7 participants using the
think-aloud method. Afterwards, users were asked to answer survey questions about the
usefulness and effectiveness of the interface visualizations to help them navigate their conference
reference needs. Users liked the interactive components to the system, however minimal, which
lead to increased user control. The comparison agent of multiple entities increased user trust and
transparency, although there were scalability issues. For example, tags were more effective when
used in conjunction with either a recommender agent or user rather than when used alone.
However, some found the visualization to be complicated and inconvenient to use which resulted
in decreased usability. Verbert et al. (2013, p. 352) tells that overall, “the interface serves to both

explain the provenance of recommendations in a transparent way and to support exploration and

control by end users”.
Parra et al. (2014) and Parra & Brusilovsky (2015) both explore SetFusion, which elaborates

upon TalkExplorer by allowing users to fuse and inspect different recommendation methods. The
interactive clustermap from TalkExplorer was replaced with a simplified and more user friendly
venn-diagram. The social features from the previous interface were also discarded. Section (a)
in Figure 24 shows how users can easily control the three algorithms, bookmarking popularity, a
content-based method, and author-based popularity, by way of sliders. Section (b) helps users learn
more about the different recommender approaches through the interactive set-based venn-diagram
visualization, and users receive detailed textual information about these recommendations in (c). In
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Figure 24: SetFusion from Parra & Brusilovsky (2015).

addition to testing the interface at a conference like Parra et al. (2014) did with TalkExplorer, Parra
& Brusilovsky (2015) had SetFusion tested by PhD students and graduates who had specifically not
attended more than one iConference in the previous 3 years. Both studies examined user experience
by objectively, subjectively and behaviorally evaluating controllability, interface design, and user
characteristics.

Results from these two studies revealed positive incites and nearly all users preferred this
interface over the baseline. Users found it more useful than the baseline, easy to use, would use
the system again and recommend it to a colleague. Not surprisingly, users were more engaged
with the system when testing occurred during a conference, as the system was more relevant to
use at that particular moment. The interactive design elements helped to explain
recommendations which in turn increased user trust in those recommendations, though this
proved to be true much more-so for women than for men. Familiarity and prior system knowledge
highly affected user experience. Users who had previously used Conference Navigator were less
likely to interact with any of the new features, and those already acquainted with interactive
sliders were more reluctant to test the venn-diagram. In contrast, those familiar with
recommender systems were not as interested in reading abstracts, but rather drawn towards the
explanatory and controllable aspects of the interface. Even with design changes, there was some
cognitive overload. Parra & Brusilovsky (2015) disclosed that some users found it difficult to
concurrently interact with more than three entities, and others mentioned that certain aspects of
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Figure 25: IntersectionExplorer from Cardoso et al. (2018).

the sliders and the venn-diagram were redundant.
The newest approach in the evolution of these conference talk recommendation interfaces is

IntersectionExplorer by Cardoso et al. (2018). A combination of the two prior interfaces, it
introduces an innovative set-based visualization technique called UpSet. According to Cardoso et
al. (2018, p. 76), UpSet is scalable, able to explore big complex data loads for “the analysis of

sets, their intersections, and aggregates of intersections”. The interface may seem slightly
simpler with easier to follow visualizations like line graphs, but it also gives more power to users
by providing more options like by reintroducing social features.

Figure 25 exposes its three main parts: Set Selection View, Set Exploration View, and
Intersection Exploration View. While its setup is keeping in line with the two previous models,
there is now a search box for explicit searches and there are added explanations. The largest
change in Cardoso et al. (2018, p. 79) is the center area, which “allows users to explore the

intersections between the selected sets of papers as rows”, where “currently explored

intersections/rows are colored in darker gray and the intersections with the current user’s

bookmarked papers are highlighted in blue”.
Three separate user testing sessions were completed in different contexts to study performance,

user experience and user interaction. A small study was initially done after a conference where a
baseline system was compared to IntersectionExplorer. Due to study limitations, two additional
studies during conferences were completed, one with less and one with highly technically oriented
participants. A think-aloud protocol was also used, along with a questionnaire based on ResQue
and Knijnenburg’s evaluation framework, (Knijnenburg et al., 2012), which used a Likert scale
from 1 to 5.

In regard to how IntersectionExplorer held up against the baseline system, Cardoso et al.
(2018) declared that users perceived it to be more effective, dispensing higher quality results.
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Users were more willing to try this tool over the baseline. It led to higher levels of satisfaction
and trust. ‘Interface Adequacy’, ‘Information Sufficiency’, and ‘Control’ had a mean rating of 4
out of 5, however ‘Interaction Adequacy’ scored only 3.5 out of 5, indicating that the system
could benefit from including more interactive components. Overall, it took a bit more time to
learn how to use IntersectionExplorer than conference navigator, though overtime time efficiency
and interaction effort are proportionate for both interfaces. The majority of metrics evaluated
received a positive median result of 4 out of 5 for all three studies. Areas to improve upon which
were given slightly lower overall ratings from highest to lowest were ‘Control’, ‘Use Intention’,
‘Information Sufficiency’, ‘Interaction Adequacy’, ‘Interface Adequacy’, ‘Fun’, ‘Choice
Difficulty’, and ‘Effort’. Cardoso et al. (2018, p. 91) says in conclusion, that a “multi-perspective

approach to recommendation exploration has great promise as a way of addressing the complex

human-recommender system interaction problem”, even though user experience for less
technically-oriented users may not be high.

TalkExplorer, SetFusion, and IntersectionExplorer were developed as interactive set-based
visualization tools for conference talk recommendation. Through multiple perspectives of
relevance, one can explore collections of items simultaneously. Cardoso et al. (2018) reports that
these collections are organized meaningfully and expressed textually and visually, where the
visual aids insure that users can see information without the need to read it. This can potentially
increase user trust. All these studies have shown that transparency can be improved by visually
combining multiple sources of recommendations and by providing explanations about those
recommendations. However, they have also shown that complex visualizations can be too difficult
for non-technical users, and that people may prefer a traditional list format as it is more familiar
due to its widespread use in mainstream recommender systems.

2.3.5 Scatter Viz and Relevance Tuner

Just like TalkExplorer, SetFusion and IntersectionExplorer, Scatter Viz (Tsai & Brusilovsky, 2018)
and Relevance Tuner (Tsai et al., 2019; Tsai & Brusilovsky, 2019) have also relied on Conference
Navigator to test social recommendation explanations in the academic conference domain. These
projects were erected to investigate similar issues like controllability, explanation visualizations,
serendipity, and transparency. Previous studies show that explanations and controllability can both
lead to improved transparency and perceived serendipity through interactive components such as
visualizations. As reported by Tsai & Brusilovsky (2019), explanation visualizations support a
user’s understanding of how their actions impact the system and can help expose the reasoning
behind a recommendation which contributes to the overall inspectability and transparency of the
recommendation process and system as a whole.
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Figure 26: Scatterviz from Tsai & Brusilovsky (2018).

Figure 27: Relevance Tuner+ from Tsai et al. (2019).

Figure 28: Relevance Tuner+ explanation styles from Tsai & Brusilovsky (2019).
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The first study was with ScatterViz and is explained by Tsai & Brusilovsky (2018). It had 25
scholarly participants compare a scatterplot interface to a ranked list baseline during the 2017
Intelligent User Interfaces Conference. The SCATTER interface called ScatterViz, as shown in
Figure 26, consists of a scatter plot, control panel, ranked list, and user profile page. For the
baseline interface RANK, the scatter plot component was removed. User testers filled out a
demographic questionnaire, were asked to perform three tasks with each interface, and then filled
out a post questionnaire. Tsai & Brusilovsky (2018) notes that ScatterViz considerably
outperformed the baseline in the areas of ‘Trust’, ‘Supportiveness’, ‘Interest’, ‘Satisfaction’,
‘Intention to Reuse’ and ‘Enjoyment’, and received slightly higher scores regarding the
facilitation of diversity exploration and on how beneficial the interface was. Though not
statistically significant, RANK interestingly received marginally better marks for explanations.
This implicates the notion that visualizations were particularly convincing in getting across to the
user why certain items were recommended and helped them make better choices, and therefore
other explanations were viewed as less important. The absence of this in RANK had the opposite
effect of leading users to investigate other options more so than was needed in SCATTER, so
explanations were seen as more important. So, while the majority of users preferred ScatterViz,
RANK was easier to use and felt more well-known to them.

The results of the first study led the team to create Relevance Tuner. Relevance Tuner gives
users more control over their recommendations as one can easily tune the different categories
depending on how relevant that feature is to them. Tsai & Brusilovsky (2018) chose the
color-coded features adjustable through sliders to be ‘Publication Similarity’, ‘Co-Authorship
Similarity’, ‘Conference Navigator Interest Similarity’, ‘Geographic Distance’, and ‘Social
Context’. Each item listed shows its relevance in relation to the chosen preferences in the form of
a stackable score bar with white numbers, where each bar color correlates with its corresponding
feature. 20 scholars who attended the 25th Conference on User Modeling, Adaptation and
Personalization in 2017 compared Relevance Tuner to ScatterViz, using the same procedures as in
the first study. While both interfaces were given positive feedback, it is clear that users have
different preferences and will explore different features depending on interface functionality and
the task they need to achieve. TUNER fared much better in terms of ‘Supportiveness’, ‘Interest’,
‘Facilitation’, ‘Satisfaction’, ‘Intend to Reuse’, and ‘Usefulness’. According to Tsai &
Brusilovsky (2018, p. 247), users relied “more on the explanation function and multi-relevance

visualization to explore diversity-oriented tasks” in SCATTER, whereas “instead of checking the

explanation functions” in TUNER, more time was spent “inspecting the information on each

row”. Even though ScatterViz was more enjoyable to use and due to the visualization, the
interface was determined to be more trustworthy, people preferred to use TUNER. This was due
to the fact that it required less learning effort, had an integrated design, and was more familiar to
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users.
The next stage of this project focused on modifying Relevance Tuner by adding explanations.

This controllable interactive social recommender interface with explanations was named Relevance
Tuner+ and is described by Tsai & Brusilovsky (2019) and Tsai et al. (2019). As shown in Figure
27, users can now click an explanation icon for more information about the similarity breakdown of
each category. A within-subjects design study was completed with 33 voluntary participants who
had attended 1 of 3 different conferences. Subjective user feedback and behavior were evaluated
across all design components. The method for testing as well as the framework for evaluation was
based off of the previous studies. Participants compared Relevance Tuner+ to a baseline, which
was Relevance Tuner+ without explanations. When the user clicks on the explanation icon ‘(i)’,
depending on which social recommendation they want explained, a different interface is presented.
These six different possible explanatory interfaces which were tested are shown in Figure 28.

Overall, the Tuner+ interface was significantly better in providing explainability which
indicates better system transparency. In terms of explanation visualizations, for the metric
understandable visualization, the explanation styles that worked best were word cloud, graph, and
map. For the metrics persuasion and acceptance, graph came out on top. The word cloud and
graph visualizations were the most satisfying to participants. The mere addition of the explanation
icon showed no impact on UX dimensions, however only half of the participants actually clicked
it. Sliders were used to a greater extend when completing tasks, and tasks took longer to complete
for those who viewed explanations. In the report Tsai & Brusilovsky (2019, p. 394), results show
a significant decrease in perceived ease-of-use and control “if the explanations were presented”,
implying that “users might experience difficulties with a possibly overwhelming amount of

information”. Yet at the same time Tsai & Brusilovsky (2019, p. 394) notes that the “participants

who perceived more transparency will positively associate this with perceived control and

satisfaction”, implying that the “extra amount of information would not impair those who

perceived higher system explainability and understanding”. The results of this study indicate that
information completeness is not always the best approach when providing explanations as it may
lead to reduced levels of user confidence and satisfaction. In consonance with Tsai & Brusilovsky
(2019, p. 395), it is imperative to filter excess information by only displaying explanations when
of relevance to the user “based on the context of information-seeking tasks”.

2.3.6 Moodplay

According to Andjelkovic et al. (2016), Moodplay is an interactive affect-based and audio
content-based music recommendation web application. By letting users explore artists using
affective meta-data in a latent space, this interactive experience gives users more control which
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Figure 29: Moodplay’s first interface from Andjelkovic et al. (2016).

helps with both the acceptance and understanding of recommendations. This research analyzed
how to visualize music using affective data, how users interacted with these visualizations in
regard to explanation and control, as well as user experience to discover how to find a balance in
the amount of interaction needed in a music recommender system.

Figures 29, 30, and 31 depict Moodplay’s interface design evolution. Andjelkovic et al. (2016,
p. 276) states that the interface of the two first figures is setup from left to right as such: “a pane for

entering artist names, a latent mood space visualization, and a recommendation list, along with

slider for adjusting mood influence”. Each individual node displays the name of a distinct affect,
with artist recommendation nodes within. An artist can be inside of several different mood nodes.
Based on the weakness or strength position of the mood slider, the circumference around this node
becomes larger or smaller respectively. A stronger mood influence produces a smaller portion of
select highly similar artists to be recommended to the user based on the seed artist(s), whereas
a weaker influence produces more but less similar artists to be recommended. Similarity scores
created for artists in order to categorize affect, were calculated differently than the typical arousal
/ valence scope. Artists were categorized into either ‘Sublimity’, ‘Unease’, ‘Style’, or ‘Vitality’,
based on comparing data from the similarity tool WordNet6, Rovi7 mood meta-data, and 45 GEMS
mood words. In the right-side panel, recommendations are displayed with a picture of the artist, a
colored line underneath this picture representative of its mood category, the artists name, and the
name of the particular mood category.

6https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
7http://developer.rovicorp.com/
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Figure 30: Moodplay’s second interface from Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019).

The newest interface, Figure 31, eliminated the playlist creation feature in favor of a simpler
design focusing more on explaining artist mood distribution. Whereas the previous interfaces
displayed nodes representing mood categories, here each node represents a specific artist. Each
artist node is clearly colored either green for sublimity, red for unease, white for style, or blue for
vitality. When a node is selected the right-hand column comes into view displaying artist name,
their mood distribution in either a line graph or pie chart, their current top three songs based on data
from Spotify, Spotify’s related artists, and Moodplay’s mood based related artists. While Spotify’s
related artists section always remains, the mood based related artists change depending upon the
strength of the artist relativity slider, now on the left-hand side. Each artist which is clicked on by
a user is also saved in the bar on the bottom, so a user can see their music choice history. Users
can rearrange the node layout in the 2D space by changing artist similarity through either Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE). Both of
these are dimension reduction methods for displaying data. LDA, as its name suggests, is linear,
placing the four main mood groups into individual sections with a slight overlap in the middle, as
shown in Figure 31, similar to the layouts of the two previous interfaces. t-SNE on the other hand is
non-linear, and distributes artist nodes in a well spread out scatter-plot, rather than a venn-diagram
type style, while still keeping the relative distance between mood groups. Even though music
is usually grouped into generalized categories such as genre, music similarity, is not as straight
forward or linear as it may seem. Given the additional factor that most people generally listen to
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Figure 31: Moodplay’s third interface from Andjelkovic, Parra, O’Donovan, & Herrera (2019).

multiple types of music it could be said that the newer t-SNE method produces more pleasing and
diverse recommendations.

The most interesting detail of this interface is the explanation of the mood distribution, which
is broken down into 15 different sub-sections which represent the overall 4 main mood categories.
The line graph begins with ‘Cerebral’, a very light peach color, and the color becomes progressively
redder and darker throughout the next categories of ‘Sadness’, ‘Lethargy’, ‘Repulsive’, ‘Tension’,
and ‘Fear’. It then jumps to a medium blue color for ‘Joyful Activation’, a lighter blue for ‘Power’,
and a very light grayish periwinkle color for ‘Mechanical’. Lastly comes ‘Fancy’ in an almost
white green color, getting greener and darker through the categories of ‘Wonder’, ‘Nostalgic’,
‘Peacefulness’, ‘Transcendence’, and ‘Tenderness’.

For the first experiment from Andjelkovic et al. (2016), 240 user testing sessions from
Amazon Mechanical Turk were deemed valid. Users filled out a pre-survey to collect
demographic information, performed main tasks, and filled out a post-survey to collect qualitative
feedback. Participants deemed that 37 percent of artists were assigned to incorrect mood
meta-data. Evaluation therefore focused on user characteristics, interaction with the interface and
experience rather than recommendation accuracy. However, users perceived recommendation
accuracy to be better due to latent space visualization. This could be because by visualizing music
in a 2D-space, users were able to understand the system better. An evaluation of user testing
revealed that older users spent more time on tasks. Andjelkovic et al. (2016, p. 278) also noted
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that “gender influences degree of interaction”, that there is “some relation between level of

interaction and cognitive strain”, and one should be weary that “too much information can lead

to cognitive overload”.
For the second experiment from Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019), 279 new user tests

were deemed valid. The testing was performed in the same manner as before. They reiterated that
when mood is used to explain artist relationships in an interface which properly balances design
and interactivity, user satisfaction and perceived recommendation accuracy was greater than the
baseline. When designing the interface, Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019, p. 155) kept in
mind the importance of “choice of colors, item sizes and transparency, dynamic labeling of mood

nodes and node filtering based on mood categories”. All of these features were implemented
to better clarify mood classifications, which in turn aided in comprehension of recommendation
explanations. Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019, p. 155) also echoed the same sentiment
from the previous one that “increased system complexity beyond a comfortable threshold caused

cognitive overload”.
During user testing, users were not specifically asked about the performance of features.

According to Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019, p. 153), feedback did reveal that users
would like the design to be “more dynamic” yet “simpler and more concise”, with users stating
that “there is a lot of text on the page and it’s a little overwhelming”, and that the system was
“slow and laggy”. There were also some comments on moods not matching up, similar to
feedback from the previous study. Overall, participants in both studies liked MoodPlay. In
general, it may still be too difficult for basic or typical users. The need to design a visually cleaner
and simplistic interface is most likely what led to the creation of the newest interface shown in
Figure 31. The introduction of the mood distribution chart helps explain to users the mood
makeup for the specific artist chosen in much more detail than before. It also gives a better
overview of how this artist fits into the latent space based on the current algorithm chosen, which
can be changed by moving the left-hand slider. While the system removed the playlist creation
ability, the bottom of the screen shows a history of artists previously visited in the form of an
artist’s picture which gives the user quick access to revisit their profile. In terms of mobile
devices, Moodplay has never been optimized for a small screen.

2.4 Summation of Prior Research
As previously mentioned, most past academic research has relied on enhancing algorithms to
advance recommender systems, simplifying interfaces for minimal user interaction by focusing
more on back-end solutions. Commercial music streaming services seem to favor this approach,
as evident from their interface design. The opposite perspective, concentrating more on creative
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Table 2: Recommendation explanation category clarifications for Table 3.

Category Clarification
Education A user’s ability to learn from the system.
Effectiveness The systems ability to help the user make better decisions, in addition to

personalization.
Efficiency Users can complete tasks fast and a low cognitive effort is needed to use the

system.
Transparency The system is able to explain the how and why of things.
Usability User satisfaction and ease of use.
Usefulness Use intention and value.

and interactive front-end solutions, is becoming more and more prevalent in recommender
systems research today. These elaborate interfaces tackle issues such as of lack of transparency,
control, and personalization which occur in algorithm focused ones. This becomes apparent after
reading through this literature review.

An analysis of related works is shown in Table 3, which compares visualization types, system
types, data collection methods, and results in terms of explanations. A check mark means that that
particular requirement has been met. A check minus mark means that it is unclear whether or not a
particular requirement was met. Therefore, a check minus is not necessarily negative. For example,
maybe results showed that almost a majority of user testers agreed that this requirement was met,
however a few were quite adamant that this requirement was definitely not met. If a requirement
was met but was not statistically significant, in comparison to other results from within the same
test, but not compared to results from other research papers, then no check mark was given. In
regard to the last section, there is a need to expand upon some the categories listed in the table
as they are slightly different than the explanatory goal definitions stated previously. Different
explanation types were grouped together to make them more easily relatable to this thesis. An
overview of these category clarifications is found in Table 2.

Overall, all systems received overwhelmingly positive results where the majority of user
testers in every study preferred at least some sort of minimal explanation over no explanation.
The usability and usefulness requirements were more or less met in every case, and
questionnaires were utilized in every single system evaluation. The main visualization types used
were icons, node-link diagram, node map, scatterplot, set-based, sliders, and text. None of the
articles included interfaces which explicitly researched explanations which were optimized for
mobile devices in the music domain. Therefore, it is difficult to speculate as to which types of
explanation designs work better than others based solely on this literature review. Textual
explanations proved beneficial in text-based interfaces whereas they were not as important when
used together with visualizations. Explanations though in general seemed to improve the user’s
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overall experience with a system, to a certain extent. A common sentiment amongst users was
that many of the interactive interfaces were overly complex and text heavy interfaces lead to
information overload. These types of systems were not suited for casual listeners. Concurrently, if
the interface was too minimalistic and not interactive enough it was seen as mundane and lacking
features. There needs to be a balance between user-centricity and simplicity. There appears to be
a strong correlation between aspects such as having a high visual working memory / previous
familiarity with the system / high musical sophistication / a low need for cognition and being able
to understand and want to use more complex explanation and interactive elements. As such, users
should be able to decide for themselves the level of explanation information they wish to receive.
Designs where explanations were hidden until explicitly chosen by the user were favored over
designs where explanations took up more screen real estate.
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3 METHODS
This Chapter presents the specific procedures and techniques which were used to conduct this
research. The specifics of this philosophical framework allow for the eventual replication of this
study in addition to demonstrating research reliability. Section 3.1 illustrates the design science
research cycle and explores the type of design science artifact created from this research. Section
3.2 clarifies the specific methods used for creating the pre-studies. Section 3.3 discusses the
approach for creating the prototype. Section 3.4 explains the data sources used in the prototype.
Section 3.5 describes the approach to the main study including which frameworks were used
when designing user surveys.

3.1 Design Science
The field of design science helps to provide solutions to problems through not just research but
also through the acquisition of research data and creation of innovative and purposeful artifacts.
According to (Simon, 1996, p. 6), “an artifact can be thought of as a meeting point - an

‘interface’ in today’s terms - between an ‘inner’ environment, the substance and organization of

the artifact itself, and an ‘outer’ environment, the surroundings in which it operates”. Artifacts
can be constructs, instantiations, methods, or models, as stated in Hevner et al. (2004). The design
science research artifact created from this thesis’ research is an explanatory interface for mobile
devices. This model is a new visualization for a graphical user interface of a music recommender
system. The outer environment to this artifact is the music recommender system itself, whereas
the inner environment here refers to the explanation designs which lie within the outer
environment. The research from the artifact may result in a meta-artifact containing design
guidelines for music recommender systems in a mobile setting.

As explained in Hevner (2007), design science research focuses on three main cycles:
relevance, design, and rigor. A model of the cycles is shown in Figure 32. In the relevance cycle,
one must first determine real life applications for the research, what problem is being observed,
and in what environment. As evident by previous research there is a great need for more and
better recommendation explanations in the context of music recommender systems. The design
cycle calls for a very iterative process, and is considered to be the heart of the project according to
Hevner (2007). It was unfortunately outside the scope of this thesis to complete multiple
large-scale iterative user testing studies for each design. However, a number of different design
styles were explored and iterated upon in accordance with the design science guidelines as laid
out in (Hevner, 2007, p. 4), which state to iterate design based on “input from the relevance

cycle”. The most important factor in this research is that the artifact created will be a good
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Figure 32: Design science research cycles from Dresch et al. (2015).

starting point for others to build upon in further studies. This is the idea behind the rigor cycle,
that this research will contribute to the current knowledge base. As explained in Dresch et al.
(2015), this knowledge base is then used to improve upon existing artifacts. Through the design
cycle it became clear that the best course of action would be to create explanations based off of
existing artifacts. By continuing to revamp previous designs created by others, this research is
expanding the current knowledge base within this field of study.

3.2 Approach to Pre-Studies
Questionnaires for the two pre-studies were distributed via the social networking platform
Facebook and the instant messaging platform Slack. The first used google forms and asked people
about music recommendation explanations. The second used SurveyXact and asked people to
rank different textual explanation designs. These questionnaires were distributed through the
author’s personal and work networks. Additionally, certain individuals also shared them further
within their own networks. None of the questionnaires collected implicit or explicit, private or
personal information. Based on the networks in which these were distributed, it can still be
assumed that the majority participants were between the ages of 18 and 80, and were either
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Figure 33: Baseline, textual, and visual explanation designs from MTurk Survey 1.

Norwegians or expats living in Norway. There is also the possibility than a small minority were
American participants. It should be noted that some people who filled out the first pre-study
questionnaire also completed the second one, though there is no explicit data to suggest how
many.

A sequential within-subjects study approach was taken. Budiu (2018) explains that in a
sequential within-subjects study, all subjects answer the same questions, in the same order, under
the same conditions. In Survey 2, which asked users to rank different textual interfaces from best
to worst, all of the different interface designs were grouped together and shown at the same time.
Ranking the interfaces as a group instead of using a Likert scale for each individual interface
reduced the likelihood for participants to rate their favorite interface as being best and all the
others as being the worst. The group ranking system essentially forced participants to compare
the interfaces to each other as opposed to assessing them separately.

3.3 Prototyping Overview
Dozens of preparatory sketches for the prototypes were made while researching related works. This
led to creating three interfaces, a baseline and two explanatory interfaces. The three conditions
tested were minimal explanations, textual explanations, and visual explanations. The data used for
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the explanations was mood data appropriated from Moodplay, and recommendations were taken
from Spotify. As explanations are at the forefront of this research, it was not in the best interest
of this study to create a novel interface. It was most important for users to rate the explanation
designs themselves, as opposed to the overall interface design of the system. As the majority of
people use the music streaming service Spotify, the baseline essentially just replicated this design.
Design choices were based off of their mobile application from November 2019 and earlier. The
hypothesis is that it will be easier for users to immerse themselves in the prototype and focus on the
explanations if they are already used to the look and feel of its interface. In terms of explanations,
the visual explanation design was based off of Moodplay’s latest website design (Andjelkovic,
Parra, O’Donovan, & Herrera, 2019). This visualization was then converted into text to create the
textual design.

Eiband et al. (2018) explains that recommendation explanation designs are either normative
or pragmatic. The former briefly refers to displaying explanations in a separate window, whereas
the latter integrates them into the user interface. The baseline’s minimal explanations are shown
directly in the interface and are therefore considered to be pragmatic. In order not to overcrowd
the interface, both explanatory interfaces have normative explanations where a user must click on
a button labeled ‘WHY?’ in order to view the recommendation explanations. The baseline looks
most similar to Spotify, as stated above, and is therefore more or less without explanations. It may
be inappropriate to generalize that Spotify has no explanations, as they do explain certain features
at a bare minimum. For example, at the bottom of a playlist under the title ‘Recommended Songs’,
they include the phrase ‘based on the songs of this playlist’. That in itself is an explanation, albeit
arguably inadequate. For the purposes of this study the baseline as compared to the other two
interfaces is considered to have minimal or no explanations.

The initial idea was to create a fully functioning high-fidelity prototype in Adobe Experience
Design (XD)8 which users could then physically test on an iPhone XS. Adobe XD is an application
for designing interactive wireframes and prototypes which can then be tested on desktop, tablet,
or mobile devices. Everything is designed manually without the use of programming. Since the
prototype was not connected to Spotify’s application programming interface (API) in any way, a
finite amount of music available for the user to choose from during testing had to be predetermined.
Originally, the prototype had a total of 6 playlists, 3 artists, 3 albums, and 1 radio station. The music
chosen to be included was primarily based on what was currently popular on Spotify in Scandinavia
and included a variety of genres. Preliminary prototypes were quickly tested by a handful of friends
and colleagues during the initial design phases without any instructions to observe their reactions
to the application. Initial feedback revealed that people were perplexed and asked why they were
being asked to use Spotify. This clearly indicated that it was interchangeable with Spotify’s mobile

8https://www.adobe.com/no/products/xd.html
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application and that users who were already familiar with Spotify did not need any instructions on
how to use the prototype.

In March of 2020 the Norwegian government began imposing social distancing guidelines
and travel restrictions in addition to closing all universities due to the world-wide corona virus
pandemic. As a result, there was no way to complete a lab-study. An online interactive study
was considered, however it was deemed to be too difficult. The prototype was specifically made
for the iPhone XS and did not scale well to other devices. For instance, an iPhone XS does not
have a physical home button or a specific back button. It is therefore intuitive for iPhone users
to click the arrow back button on the top left hand side of the screen. Some android phones are
designed with a physical button for specifically going back one screen, and the prototype design
did not include this functionality. As the design does not take that into account, in addition to
other factors, all study participants would have had to have their own iPhone XS in order to test
the prototype properly. In addition, while Adobe XD can work in a web-browser with prototypes
shared to user testers via link, it would still be difficult to accurately test usability for a mobile
phone if the user was testing the system on a computer. Unfortunately, the application was also
unable to properly scale to a mobile phone’s screen size. A quick test showed that if a user opened
the link on their mobile instead of a computer, it opened the prototype in a web-browser. Instead
of showing a full window application, a scaled down version of the prototype was displayed in the
middle of the web-browser. This significantly reduced the user experience and actually made it
harder to use the prototype.

Due to the aforementioned difficulties, 3 non-interactive surveys were created in SurveyXact9.
SurveyXact is a Danish company managed by Rambøll Management Consulting which takes data
protection very seriously and is currently being used by not only the University of Bergen, but
also by companies such as the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration (NAV) and the
Norwegian Police Directorate (Politidirektoratet). These surveys were distributed online through
the crowdsourcing website Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)10 where participants were paid $1
USD for completing a survey. MTurk is a web service that gives tools to researchers who require
large numbers of participants and are capable of collecting data for their experiment in an online
setting. All the turkers, what Amazon calls their workers, had a HIT11 Approval Rate of at least
98%, had more than 500 HITs previously approved, and live in the United States. The survey task
announcement on MTurk and the SurveyXact survey in its entirety can be viewed in Appendix B.
MTurk has been studied extensively for validity. According to both Buhrmester et al. (2011) and
Komarov et al. (2013), MTurk participants answer questions just as well as participants answering

9https://www.surveyxact.com/
10https://www.mturk.com/
11HIT stands for Human Intelligence Tasks. More information can be found at https://blog.mturk.com/

understanding-hit-states-d0bc9806c0ee
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the same questions in laboratory experiments. More recently, (Simon, 1996, p. 20) concluded that
while there is some truth in saying that there are issues with online crowdsourcing, “the evidence

bearing upon these concerns does not demonstrate that MTurk samples are fatally flawed”.
Overall, the quality of data harvested from MTurk can be comparable to what might be collected
from lab studies, as long as researchers keep in mind its limitations in addition to correctly
addressing these issues by utilizing proper research methods appropriate for this domain. Given
the circumstances, it was deemed that the MTurk study could be appropriate for this research.

The Norwegian Centre for Research Data AS (NSD) accessed that these anonymous surveys
to be in accordance with current data protection legislation. Therefore, a formal ethics approval
was not needed as none of the data being processed could directly or indirectly identify individual
persons. The number of voluntary participants for Survey 1, Survey 2 and Survey 3 were 71, 70,
and 72 people respectively. 65 out of 71 people passed the attention checks of Survey 1, 50 out
of 70 for Survey 2, and 63 out of 72 for Survey 3. This made for a total of 178 participants with
viable results to analyze. The average survey completion time for Survey 1 was 13.5 minutes, 12.5
minutes for Survey 2, and 12.3 minutes for Survey 3. Each survey was identical; however, each
presented a different playlist. As Amazon Mechanical Turk broadens the spectrum of user testers,
it was deemed necessary to use music which was not only specifically popular to the Scandinavian
market. 2 of the previous 6 playlists were used, and 1 new playlist was created. Even though
the original high-fidelity prototype included song, artist, album, and playlist recommendations, the
final prototype only included playlists with song recommendations. Users had the opportunity to
view a short 30 second video to see what it would be like to interactively use the system. This was
made in Adobe XD and hosted on YouTube. It should be noted that the final prototype as shown
in the questionnaires only include a very small portion of the entire system.

3.4 Moodplay and Spotify Data
All music data was taken from either Spotify or Moodplay (Andjelkovic, Parra, O’Donovan, &
Herrera, 2019). Table 4 describes the moods used in this study in more depth. These represent the
types of moods that are evoked when listening to different music genres. Moodplay based their
mood categories on the Geneva Emotional Music Scales (GEMS) from Zentner et al. (2008), with
a few minor changes. In order to correctly create the precise mathematical percentages displayed
in the textual explanations, Denis Parra Santander generously shared the entire Moodplay dataset
after the approval of all those who worked on the project. Raimundo Herrera granted this study
permission to reuse and edit his colorful bar-graph design from Moodplay’s latest web player for
the visual explanations. As each playlist contained three different artists, mood percentages for
the playlists were calculated by finding the mean values between the three artists. Once the mean
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Table 4: Specifications of mood categories from Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019).

Category Sub-category No. of moods Example moods

Sublimity

Tenderness 24 Delicate, romantic, sweet
Peacefulness 22 Pastoral, relaxed, soothing
Wonder 24 Happy, light, springlike
Nostalgic 9 Dreamy, rustic, yearning
Transcendence 10 Atmospheric, spiritual, uplifting

Vitality
Power 29 Ambitious, fierce, pulsing, intense
Joyful activation 32 Animated, fun, playful, exciting

Unease

Tension 32 Nervous, harsh, rowdy, rebellious
Sadness 18 Austere, bittersweet, gloomy, tragic
Fear 10 Spooky, nihilistic, ominous
Lethargy 8 Languid, druggy, hypnotic
Repulsiveness 10 Greasy, sleazy, trashy, irreverent

Style
Stylistic 19 Graceful, slick, elegant, elaborate
Cerebral 12 Detached, street-smart, ironic
Mechanical 7 Crunchy, complex, knotty

values for the given playlist were found, they were compared against each recommended artist to
find out how well they matched, in percentages. Jannach et al. (2011) explains that the standard
metric for determining item similarity is the cosine similarity measure. Therefore, this method was
used in order to find the similarity score between a playlist and the recommended artist.

As Moodplay has a finite music library, all artists in the playlists had to be chosen from there, as
opposed to finding them in Spotify. As show in Table 5, the playlists are representative of different
genres, moods, and popularity levels. These choices were made in order to see if differences in
playlists would affect people’s responses. According to Schedl et al. (2018, p. 102), one of the
current challenges in MRSs is that a user’s “familiarity with a playlist’s genre or theme influenced

their judgment of its quality”. It was of particular interest to see how familiar users considered
themselves to be with the artists in the playlists and whether or not playlist familiarity affected their
need for explanations. The popular seed artist ‘Queen’ was chosen for the first playlist ‘Bohemian’.
This was the playlist used in the Survey 1. In 2018 the movie Bohemian Rhapsody was released,
making Queen popular once more towards the end of 2018 and beginning of 2019. This coincided
with the beginning of this research. In an article from that January, according to Spotify AB (2019),
“streams of Queen songs on Spotify surged 333 percent. . . with a two-week run as the No.1 global

artist”. These numbers ensured that the band Queen was popular enough to be considered well-
known. At the same time, this proved that Queen had not been in the top charts for a while, which
hopefully would ensure that a minority of user testers might still be somewhat unfamiliar with the
music. For the second playlist ‘Sunrise’, a random artist was chosen from Moodplay based on the
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Table 5: Playlist information as of May 13th, 2020 from Andjelkovic, Parra, O’Donovan, &
Herrera (2019) and Spotify.12

Playlist Genre Artists Mood Monthly Listeners Top plays

1) Bohemian
Queen Style 32,235,160 1,196,251,378

Rock David Bowie Style 14,250,978 201,374,337
R.E.M. Sublimity 10,218,700 475,885,229

2) Sunrise
Norah Jones Sublimity 5,361,176 214,593,841

Jazz Ingrid Michaelson Sublimity 2,849,272 98,359,641
Inger Marie Gundersen Sublimity 104,074 2,867,004

3) Get Up
Bushwacka! Vitality 6,342 40,673

House Layo & Bushwacka! Vitality 117,027 2,532,221
John Acquaviva Vitality 8,217 163,011

criteria that it was within a different music genre, mood category, and had significantly less Spotify
followers. This lesser known seed artist for the second playlist ended up being ‘Norah Jones’ and
this playlist was what people taking Survey 2 saw. For the third playlist ‘Get Up’, the same criteria
applied. The most unfamiliar artist from all the playlists was ‘Bushwacka!’ with just over 6,000
followers. They were chosen as the seed artist for this last playlist which was evaluated in Survey
3.

Moodplay has a controllable slider to change the type of recommendations users receive. The
standard is set to the LDA-b algorithm which is primarily based off of mood data. At the other
end of the slider is t-SNE-a which factors in other aspects such as audio or genre data. It is
slightly less dependent on moods for recommendation. To create a single playlist once a seed
artist was chosen, the second artist chosen for that playlist was based on Moodplay’s
recommendations using the LDA-b algorithm. The third and final artist in the playlist was chosen
based on recommendations from the t-SNE-a algorithm. Playlists were named after the first song
displayed. Other criteria when choosing artists was that all their songs chosen to be in the
playlists, were songs in English. When the artists were chosen, playlists were created in Spotify to
create the playlist recommendations. For each playlist, 10 of the songs which were recommended
by Spotify were chosen at random to be in the recommended songs list. Each recommendation
list also contained one song from each of the artists which were in the playlist. A new Spotify
account was created in order not to receive recommended songs based on previous music listening
history. Recommendations used were also checked against the popularity of the playlist artists to
make sure that they were within the same popularity range. Though it was not necessary for them
to be within the same genre or mood, most recommendations were, with some exceptions.

12https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/reference/artists/get-artist/
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Figure 34: MTurk study user task chart.

3.5 Approach to Main Study
In order to answer the research questions, a mixed methods approach was taken to collect both
quantitative and qualitative data. Quantitative data can be validated statistically but can be quite
generalized, while qualitative data provides more specific information about user needs. While
qualitative data better captures the thoughts and feelings of user testers, it may be more difficult to
interpret or be too vague. It is important to collect both types of data to avoid any potential
limitations or bias through evaluating only one type. All data was collected through a series of
surveys, as shown in Figure 34. Quantitative data was gathered through asking participants
questions both relating to their demographics and personal experiences, and through questions
which required them to scale or rank specific design aspects. Statistical tests were completed on
the latter. Results of the qualitative data emerged after completing a sentiment analysis of the
comments users wrote when responding to open-ended questions.

A sequential within-subjects manipulation approach was taken when designing the main
study. This means there was a kind of combination of within-subjects and between-subjects. This
was done as there were two independent variables that were being tested, explanation design and
playlist familiarity. Ricci et al. (2015, p. 326) explains that “in a between-subjects experiment,

participants are randomly assigned to one of the experimental conditions”. In regard to this
study, the experimental condition that stayed the same was the interface design, and the one
which was changed was the playlist. The reason for it being sequential, displaying the three
different interface designs in the same order for each participant, was due to limitations with the
SurveyXact software. All questions which benefited from randomization were randomized when
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possible. Unfortunately, there was not a possibility to randomize page order or main questions,
only sub-questions. While all 213 subjects were exposed to the same questions and same interface
designs, they were randomly assigned one of the three different musical playlists mentioned
earlier.

A statistical analysis was completed with all questions about the three different interface
designs. SurveyXact data was exported into Excel to calculate the means, medians, population
standard deviations, and population standard errors. A non-paired two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum
test with continuity correction was then performed in RStudio to find significant p-values.13 A
Bonferroni correction test was completed on all the p-values in order to counteract the problem of
having false positives when conducting multiple comparisons.14 The reason for choosing a rank
sum test over a student t-test is that it is non-parametric which is better when evaluating user
ratings such as Likert scale data. All other questions were analyzed using mean scores and are
visually represented in graphs created in Excel.

A content analysis was completed on the ambiguous comments participants made when
responding to open-ended questions. Answers were analyzed by iteratively grouping comments to
identify themes based on the research questions. According to Lazar et al. (2017, p. 301), this is
done to frame the scope of the context, a process which “searches for theoretical interpretations
that may generate new knowledge”. Categories were primarily based on pre-conceived concepts
from prior research. This is indicative of a priori coding method, which according to Lazar et al.
(2017, p. 301) “involves the use of an established theory or hypothesis to guide the selection of
coding categories”. At the same time, as this research in the domain of mobile phones is brand
new, an emergent coding method of not basing categories on past theories was still kept in mind.
So even though the analysis was guided by previous research models, this slight mixture allowed
for the ability to also establish new concepts based on new information. All themes and
comments presented are representative of multiple respondents, but should still be considered
purely subjective and not necessarily representative of society as a whole.

3.5.1 Evaluation Metrics

According to Sutton (2018), as certain people may be sensitive to certain questions, it is better to
phrase questions as ambiguously as possible. This is why the background questions for example,
used the phrase: “which category best describes you?”. The music and technology preferences
section and music recommendation preferences section were adapted from questions asked by
Millecamp et al. (2018). This section specifically includes two questions about tech-saviness, one
phrased positively and one phrased negatively. Similar questions phrased in different manners

13https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/stats/versions/3.6.2/topics/wilcox.test
14https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007%2F978-1-4419-9863-7 1213
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Figure 35: User centric evaluation framework chart from Knijnenburg & Willemsen (2015).

creates multi-way comparisons which can remove a potential bias based on the effects of question
polarity. This same approach was used for the Likert scale questions asked in the interface
comparison sections. Likert scale questions asked participants to agree or disagree with a
statement on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 equated to ‘strongly disagree’ and 5 equated to ‘strongly
agree’. In order to see whether or not participants were paying attention, two ‘attention check’
questions were hidden amongst other statements asking about the explanatory interface designs.
Participants had to choose correct answers for both of the statements “I will choose the neutral

answer three for this question” and “The answer to this question is disagree which is number

two”, in order to be included in the statistical results. The end of the survey asked users about
their experience with the survey and also included some additional open-ended questions. A copy
of Survey 1 in its entirety can be found in Appendix B.

According to Tintarev & Masthoff (2011), the first guideline when designing recommendation
explanations is to establish what needs to be explained and why. After defining the explanatory
goals, one can choose the appropriate evaluation metrics. A discussion of these follow in the next
paragraph. The second guideline is to remember that in order to evaluate a recommendation
explanation, the entire system needs to be taken into account. In the case of this thesis, it may be
possible to examine aspects of this guideline such as recommendation accuracy and
acceptance/satisfaction with the system, but not aspects such as learning rate (the rate at which the
RS determines user preferences) or coverage (how wide or narrow the spectrum of items
recommended are). Recommendation accuracy is not explicitly evaluated, though a few
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participants commented about this. In terms of acceptance, Tintarev & Masthoff (2011, p. 494)
notes that “If users are satisfied with a system with an explanation component, it remains unclear

whether this is due to: satisfaction with the explanation component, satisfaction with

recommendations, or general design and visual appeal”. When participants were asked about
their overall satisfaction with a particular recommendation explanation, the hope is that they
responded in terms of its design since they only saw an image of the explanation and did not
really have an opportunity to properly evaluate the system as a whole with these explanations.
This idea should still hold true even if users were already familiar with Spotify, though Tintarev’s
note on acceptance is still important to keep in mind when reading through the evaluation results.
The third guideline is to look at how explanatory goals are affected by the way the explanation is
presented to the user and by the way a user interacts with the explanation. The explanations
designed for the prototype created in this thesis gave users a structured overview of the
recommendations in order for them to make side-by-side music comparisons. In terms of
interaction, preference controllability was not an aspect which was investigated. The final
guideline says to keep in mind the relationship between the explanation style and the
recommendation algorithm. The recommendations and explanations were independent of one
another, as Spotify was used for the former and Moodplay for the latter. As the explanation
design was the most important part of this research, this criterion was not explicitly measured,
though some participants also commented about this.

All interfaces were designed in respect to explainability, transparency, and satisfaction.
Survey questions were primarily based off of the well-known user-centric evaluation frameworks
for recommender systems, ResQue and the Knijnenburg Scale. Ricci et al. (2015) highly
recommends using these existing methods and even encourages reusing their constructs word for
word. Pu et al. (2011, p. 157) explains that ResQue, which stands for the Recommender systems’
Quality of user experience, is “aimed at measuring the qualities of the recommended items, the
system’s usability, usefulness, interface and interaction qualities, users’ satisfaction with the
systems, and the influence of these qualities on users’ behavioral intentions, including their
intention to purchase the products recommended to them and return to the system”. The
constructs from Pu’s work which were taken into consideration when creating the survey are
interface adequacy, information sufficiency and explicability, perceived usefulness, perceived ease
of use, transparency, overall satisfaction, trust, and behavioral intention to use the system. The
ResQue framework even includes a construct for explanations, though it is only one question. The
Knijnenburg Framework as shown in Figure 35 explains a framework for a user-centric evaluation
process for recommender systems. Each category points to another, explaining which other
category it may influence or have a direct impact upon as well as how different evaluation metrics
overlap and intertwine with one another. Based on these two frameworks, the concepts used to
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develop the main MTurk study were the presentation of the systems recommendation
explanations (OSA), user perception of recommendation explanations (SSA), user experience
with recommendation explanations (EXP), user trust in the recommender system (SC), and user
trust in technology (PC). Survey questions were formulated based off of the following constructs:
Information sufficiency and recommendation presentation (OSA), Interface adequacy and
perceived explanation quality (SSA), Perceived Usefulness and use intention and overall
satisfaction (EXP), Transparency (SC), and General trust in technology (PC).
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4 RESULTS
This Chapter gives an overview of significant findings revealed through user testing. Results from
the pre-study questionnaires are discussed in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2. Background information
about the people who partook in the main study is disclosed in section 4.3, followed by a statistical
analysis of user responses in Section 4.4. Finally, Section 4.5 analyzes the particpant comments to
open-ended questions.

4.1 First Pre-Study Questionnaire
The first pre-study questionnaire presented 100 participants with a brief statement about this
thesis and a few examples of textual music recommendation explanations. Results from the first
two questions, shown in Figure 36, help to reinforce findings from previous research by verifying
high familiarity/usage of music streaming services, in addition to the need for more music
recommendation explanations. This establishes grounds for asking RQ1 which also evaluates the
value of explanations, but more specifically in a mobile setting. For the third question,
participants were asked to choose which of the 14 musical data attributes displayed in Figure 6
they would like to see in a music recommendation explanation. The results, shown in Figure 37,
are categorized to shown comparisons between all participants and different participant
sub-groups. The y axis represents the number of people who voted for the attribute named on the
x axis. In regard to the most popular data types, 71% of participants chose genre information,
60% chose moods, and 57% chose similarity score. TagFlip (Kamalzadeh et al., 2016) for
example, also found that the top two ways to classify tags were genre and moods. These results
support previous research which stress the importance of exploring the exploitation of
affective-information for explanations more in depth, and was used as the basis for asking RQ4.
Therefore, the final prototype utilized affective-information, in addition to providing mood-based
similarity scores for the recommendation explanations.

4.2 Second Pre-Study Questionnaire
The next task in this research study was to create a questionnaire which would help to determine
the design of these recommendation explanations in order to answer RQ2. At this point, it was
already decided that the bar graph design from Moodplay’s newest web interface was to be used
as the visual explanation design. This meant that only one additional questionnaire about textual
explanation design needed to be carried out. A little over 100 people were asked to rank the 8

14https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/reference/tracks/get-audio-features/
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(a) (b)

Figure 36: First pre-study questionnaire background results (n=100).

Figure 37: Overall results from the first pre-study questionnaire (n=100).

different textual explanation designs see in Figure 38 from their favorite (1) to least favorite (8).
Out of the 91 participants who fully completed the questionnaire, only 47 were found to be valid,
most likely due to issues with question formatting and validations in SurveyXact. Some only
ranked the designs with either a 1 or an 8 while others tried to rank them but repeated one of the
numbers. As SurveyXact does not give an error message until after one clicks the ‘next’ button to
submit the form, users did not know in real time that they had made a mistake. Many simply left the
questionnaire without correcting their mistakes, but they were still counted as having completed the
questionnaire as they did fill out every question. Caution should be taken when interpreting these
results, but they can still can provide a rough estimation of what people think of different types of
textual explanations. These 47 participants do not accurately represent the general population.
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Table 6: Descriptions of musical data attributes adapted from Spotify.15

Data Definition
Acousticness How acoustic or electric a song is, as in whether or not the song has a lot

of acoustic analog elements or electric digital elements.
Danceability How danceable the song is, as in whether or not the song is fitting to

dance to.
Energy The energy level of a song, as in whether the song is energetic, fast, loud,

noisy or has a low energy being characterized as slow, sad, sleepy,
suspenseful, soft etc.

Emojis/Emoticons Describing artists based on their top emotional icons.
Genres Musical categories such as rock, pop, blues etc.
Loudness The musical dynamic, how loud a song is in terms of decibels (dB).
Moods The type of emotion a certain song is categorized as being, how a song

makes one feel while listening to it.
Rhythm The musical feel.
Similarity Score The percentage of how similar two items, such as an artist or album or

playlist, are to each other.
Tags Musical keywords or terms or annotations.
Tempo Beats per minute (BPM), if a song is fast or slow.
Timbre Tone color or tone quality.
Valence/Arousal How musically positive or negative a certain song is, which could be

interpreted as a sort of combination of energy (arousal) and moods
(valence).

Once again, participants were asked about their familiarity with music streaming services and
the need for more music recommendation explanations, in addition to a question about mobile
phone music listening habits. Figure 39 shows that almost all participants use their phone to listen
to music at least on a weekly basis and that 2/3 would prefer more explanations. The stacked
horizontal bar graph in Figure 40 depicts which interface designs users preferred. Percentages
shown on the left and right sides of the graph represent the number of negative and positive
rankings, respectively, for that particular interface. The average ranking for these interfaces,
where a score of 1 is best and 8 is worst, are: B (2.95), A (3.50), C (4.35), F (4.55), H (4.95), D
(5.05), G (5.20), E (5.50). Overall, users ranked the designs as follows: B, A, C, F, H, D, G, E,
suggesting that even though users would like explanations, they may prefer ones with minimal
information.

A provided the least amount of information, not fully explaining how the similarity score was
calculated in terms of moods. Design B provided some of that extra information, but still did not
include a specific breakdown of these moods in percentages. Based purely on the idea that users
prefer minimal information, one would then assume that designs E, F, G, and H would be the next
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Figure 38: Textual explanation designs from the second pre-study questionnaire.

popular interfaces, as apposed to designs C and D. However, the third most popular explanation
design was C, which contained the most amount of information. More people also gave design A
a rating of 8 than they did to design C. This means that more users strongly disliked design A than
strongly disliked design C, even though 15% more participants gave design C lower rankings
overall. Design F was the fourth most popular design, and both F and C followed a similar layout
with the percentages being on either side of the mood labels, rather than being side by side. It’s
possible that graphic design played a role in how participants determined which explanation
design they preferred. Out of the 21 people who gave explicit feedback, 6 people mentioned that
they preferred colorful text, and 11 mentioned that anything other than A and B contained too
many details. With E in last place, it can be assumed when it comes to the more explanatory
interfaces, that users prefer colorful designs as apposed to only plain black text. The results of
this study impacted the decision to use design C as the textual explanation design for the
prototype, in addition to impacting the layout for the visual explanation. This was due to its third
place standing and since it matched Moodplay’s visual explanation design in terms of amount of
information shown.
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Figure 39: Second pre-study questionnaire background results (n=47).

Figure 40: Overall results from the second pre-study questionnaire (n=47).
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Figure 41: Demographics and music listening habits of MTurk participants (n=178).

4.3 MTurk Participants
Demographic information and music listening habits of all 178 participants can be found in Figure
41. Most participants were between the ages of 25 and 34. 56% were male. Not surprisingly, more
IT workers responded to the MTurk announcement than any other employment type. Just over
half of all participants hold bachelor’s degrees. 146 participants currently use a music streaming
service. Surveys 1 and 2 had 8 participants each that used to use a music streaming service, and
there were 10 in Survey 3. 6 participants, 2 from each Survey, stated that they had never used a
music streaming service before. 39% of participants stated that they spend 1 to 2 hours per day
listening to music on their phones, 21% listen for 3 to 4 hours, 19% listen weekly, and 15% listen
for more than 5 hours per day.

An overview of confidence and comfort levels with technology for all 178 participants can be
found in Table 7 and Figure 42. An overwhelming majority of participants responded positively
to statement A. However when responding to statement B, the reverse coding of this question
showed that user responses did not always match with those from the previous statement. Table 7
shows that there were no statistical differences between the responses of these two questions for
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Table 7: Digital technology confidence levels comparison. (Likert scale 1-5, higher values indicate
more agreement with the statement; Significance values are based on comparisons between the
two statements where ** = significant at p<0.01).

Statement Survey 1
(n=65)

Survey 2
(n=50)

Survey 3
(n=63)

All
(n=178)

A: I am confident about
my ability to use digital
technologies

Mean 4.38 4.26 4.08∗∗ 4.24∗∗
SD 0.60 0.77 0.67 0.69
SE 0.07 0.11 0.08 0.05

B: The thought of using
unfamiliar digital
technology is comfortablea

Mean 3.95 3.72 3.46∗∗ 3.71∗∗
SD 1.26 1.28 1.22 1.27
SE 0.16 0.18 0.15 0.10

a/ This was reverse coded so that the high end of the scale, scores of 4 and 5, indicate agreement with the positive version of the statement.

Figure 42: Digital technology preferences of MTurk participants. (n=178; Supporting graphs for
Table 7).

Survey 1 and Survey 2, however there is a significance of p<0.01 for both Survey 3 and overall
responses. The standard deviation (SD) is almost double for the negatively phrased statement B
than for A. There is insufficient information as to why there was a wider variation in responses.
While difficult to accurately ascertain to what extend participants are tech-savvy, Figure 43 shows
that the majority currently use a music streaming service. In addition, the majority also perceive
themselves to be familiar with both Spotify and recommender systems in general.

Pertinent to RQ1, to get a better idea of how music taste may affect user responses to the
musicians listed in the different playlists, participants were asked to choose their top 3 favorite
genres. Figure 43 reveals that around 72% of participants ended up choosing more than 3. For
the top three genres, in total, 85 participants chose pop as one of their favorite music genres, 76
chose rock, and 74 chose hip hop / rap. Of the participants from Survey 1 who evaluated the rock
playlist Bohemian, 29 out of 65 people included rock in their list of favorite genres. Only 10 of the
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Figure 43: Music and recommender system preferences of MTurk participants (n=178).

55 people who evaluated the jazz playlist Sunrise in Survey 2 chose jazz as one of their favorite
genres. In total out of all 178 participants, 33 favored the jazz genre. For Survey 3, which included
the house genre based playlist Get Up, only 15 of the 63 participants listed electronic / house as a
favorite genre. It could be inferred that 45% of participants may have already been familiar with
the artists and songs in Bohemian, 18% were already familiar with Sunrise, and 24% were already
familiar with Get Up. Looking ahead, Table 11 reveals that participants claimed to be most familiar
with with the artists and songs in the playlist Bohemian, and a bit more familiar with the Sunrise
playlist than of those in the Get Up playlist.

If a participant responded that they either currently use or used to use a music streaming service,
they proceeded to answer questions about music recommendations and explanations. The overall
results from the 172 participants who completed this section are shown in Figure 44. These findings
help to answer RQ1 by looking at how much recommendations and their explanations are valuable
to users and what type of explanation data users value most. The 26 participants who used to
use music streaming services had slightly lower averages overall, higher variance (SD) and more
than double the standard error in their scores than the 146 people who currently listen to music
streaming services. Results suggest that users are quite aware of their music recommendations
and interact with them often. Users would like more explanations for their recommendations, in
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Figure 44: Music recommendation and explanation preferences of MTurk participants (n=172).

line with previous results, albeit teetering on the lower end of the positive side of the scale. More
users claimed they already understand their recommendations than those who would like better
explanations. It is difficult to posture whether or not this data alone positively contradicts the
notion that if a user already understands their recommendations, there is not a strong need for
explanations, but it does lean in that direction. Interestingly, results also show that people seem to
want more control over their recommendations than want better recommendation explanations. In
terms of what type of information users would like to see in music recommendation explanations,
58% of participants chose moods, 55% chose genres, 47% chose energy, and 40% chose similarity
score. The rankings of moods, genres, and similarity score are comparable to what the previous
two pre-studies discovered.

4.4 MTurk Interface Comparisons
For each of the three explanation designs shown in Figure 33, participants were asked to answer
the 13 question statements shown in Table 8 in a random order. The numbers used in Tables 9, 10
and 11 refer to these same question statements. Numbers in bold represent the best mean score for
that statement, but are not necessarily statistically significant. For Tables 9 and 10, the baseline
does not display any stars, but can be inferred from the star counts in the other two columns.

S1 tries to find a relationship between music familiarity and the need for explanations which
speaks to RQ1, “To what extent are explanations in mobile music recommender applications
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valued by users, and how does music familiarity affect that?”. S2 and S3 tackle the topic of
comprehensibility by evaluating what Pu et al. (2011) categorizes as interface adequacy. They fall
under Knijnenburg’s evaluation category subjective system aspects which deal with user
perception of recommendation explanations (Knijnenburg & Willemsen, 2015). S4 and S5 deal
the issue of information overload, which falls under the evaluation category of information
sufficiency. S2 through S5 work toward answering RQ2, “How do users evaluate the different

design elements of music recommendation explanations in a mobile setting?”. S6 and S7 consider
the value of the recommendation explanations, as in whether or not the the information presented
is useful and whether or not it helps the user understand the recommendation. Note that while the
table uses the general terms ‘song’ and ‘artist’ in S6, each Survey asked participants about a
specific recommendation such as ’Message In A Bottle’ by ’The Police’. These statements also
examine perceived usefulness and an aspect of system transparency which may have implications
for RQ4 “To what extent do affect-based explanations influence a user’s perception of the system

and its music recommendations?”. S8 and S9 help to answer RQ4. S8 looks at system trust which
Knijnenburg considers to be a situational characteristic. S9 appraises Knijnenburg’s process
experience variable cognitive effort, which is a factor in user decision making. S10 and S11
measure user evaluations of how adequate an explanation is in terms of design which answer
RQ2. S12 explores users’ intentions to use the system, which Knijnenburg considers to be a way
of evaluating interaction, even though the study itself was not interactive. It is important to know
whether or not users are willing to take advantage of recommendation explanations. This supports
RQ1 as there is, for example, little value in a system someone likes but would never use. S13
looks at overall satisfaction which aids in answering RQ4.

4.4.1 The value of explanations - statistics (RQ1)

Research question one looks to uncover the extent to which users would like explanations for music
recommendations to be included in music applications on their mobile devices and whether or not
the value of explanations is changed by a user’s music familiarity. Table 10 shows the correlation
between music familiarity and how participants perceived the explanation designs. As previously
stated, artist popularity was taken into consideration when building playlists and the results of S1
in this table reflect these considerations. Generally speaking, results of S1 appear to show that
participants were most familiar with music in the Bohemian playlist from Survey 1, moderately
familiar with the music in the Sunrise playlist from Survey 2, and least familiar with the music in
the Get Up playlist from Survey 3. Statistically speaking, there was not a big difference between
Sunrise and Get Up, except some significance (p<0.05) for the visual explanation comparison
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Table 8: Statements responded to by users during the interface comparison section.

Number Statement
S1 I am familiar with these artists / songs.
S2 The design layout of the explanation is clear and easy to understand.
S3a The explanation is unnecessarily complex.
S4 The explanation contains the right amount of information.
S5a The explanation is too detailed.
S6 I understand why ‘song’ by ‘artist’ is recommended.
S7a The explanation does not provide useful information.
S8 The explanation increased my trust in the system.
S9a It took me a long time to understand the explanation.
S10 The explanation is attractive and pleasing to look at.
S11a I do not like the design of the explanation.
S12 I would like to use a system which uses this type of explanation.
S13 Overall, I am satisfied with the recommendation explanation.
a/ These were reverse coded so that the high end of the scale, scores of 4 and 5, indicate agreement with the positive version of the statement.

(Sunrise M = 3.38, SE = 0.17; Get Up M = 2.75, SE = 0.16). There were however statistical
significances (p<0.001) for the baseline comparisons of Bohemian (M = 4.20, SE = 0.12) and
Sunrise (M = 3.16, SE = 0.16) and between Bohemian and Get Up (M = 2.67, SE = 0.16), the
textual comparisons of Bohemian (M = 4.02, SE = 0.14) and Sunrise (M = 3.18, SE = 0.16)
and between Bohemian and Get Up (M = 2.92, SE = 0.17), and the visual comparison between
Bohemian (M = 3.89, SE = 0.13) and Get Up (M = 2.75, SE = 0.16). Participants were clearly
much more familiar with the artists in Bohemian, though it is difficult to ascertain to what extent
participants were more familiar with Sunrise than Get Up. It is difficult to concretely attribute
results of S4 to music familiarity, but it should be nonetheless mentioned that Sunrise participants
found that the visual explanation contained the right amount of information much more so than the
participants of Bohemian (p<0.01). There were significant (p<0.05) results between Bohemian
and Get Up in terms of the evaluating the textual explanation design for S6-S9. Results were also
significant (p<0.01) for S9 between Bohemian and Sunrise. In more detail, data from S9 suggests
that Survey 1 participants took less time to understand the textual explanation than participants of
Survey 2 and Survey 3 due to being more familiar with the songs. While difficult to interpret, there
is a trend that shows that more familiarity with a playlist may lead to better understanding, better
perceived usefulness, increased trust, and less cognitive effort to understand textual explanations.

One goal of this study was to see if explanations would aid in a user’s ability to understand
their recommendations.Not surprisingly, the overall results of S7 from Table 9 indicate that the
baseline provided users with less useful information than both explanatory designs (p<0.01).
Overall participant responses to S12 reveal that they would prefer to use a system which
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Table 9: Overall MTurk explanation design comparison results (mean±SE) with significance
ratings. (n=178; Likert scale 1-5, higher values indicate more agreement with the statement;
Significance values are based on comparisons between the baseline and textual explanation designs
(*), baseline and visual explanation designs (∗), textual and visual explanation designs (∗), where
* = significant at p<0.05, ** = significant at p<0.01, *** = significant at p<0.001 with Bonferroni
correction).

Statement Baseline (n=178) Text (n=178) Visual (n=178)

S2 3.59 ±0.08 3.83 ±0.08 3.87 ±0.08 ∗
S3a 3.70 ±0.09 3.48 ±0.10 3.69 ±0.10
S4 3.24 ±0.09 3.71 ±0.08 ∗∗∗ 3.75 ±0.08 ∗∗∗
S5a 3.61 ±0.10 3.11 ±0.10 ∗∗ 3.31 ±0.10
S6 3.11 ±0.09 3.93 ±0.07 ∗∗∗ 3.90 ±0.07 ∗∗∗
S7a 3.13 ±0.10 3.61 ±0.09 ∗∗ 3.57 ±0.10 ∗∗
S8 3.24 ±0.09 3.70 ±0.08 ∗∗∗ 3.76 ±0.07 ∗∗∗
S9a 3.42 ±0.09 3.58 ±0.10 3.46 ±0.10
S10 3.46 ±0.08 3.48 ±0.09 ∗ 3.83 ±0.08 ∗∗∗
S11a 3.35 ±0.09 3.43 ±0.10 3.53 ±0.10
S12 3.30 ±0.09 3.63 ±0.07 ∗∗ 3.69 ±0.08 ∗∗
S13 3.45 ±0.09 3.79 ±0.10 ∗ 3.78 ±0.08 ∗

a/ These were reverse coded so that the high end of the scale, scores of 4 and 5, indicate agreement with the positive version of the statement.

implements either textual (M = 3.63, SE = 0.07) or visual (M = 3.69, SE = 0.08) explanatory
designs rather than the baseline (M = 3.30, SE = 0.09) system without explanations (p<0.01).
There were considerable statistical significances (p<0.001) overall for S6 when the baseline (M =
3.11 SE = 0.09) was compared to both the textual (M = 3.93, SE = 0.07) and visual (M = 3.90, SE
= 0.07) designs. On an individual survey level, similar results for S6 can be found in Table 10. S6
results for all individual surveys have significance levels of at least p<0.01. The smallest
difference in Likert scale rating averages between the baseline and explanatory interfaces,
cumulative for all three individual surveys, is 0.73. This means there is at least almost 1 full
Likert scale point between the baseline mean results and the explanatory interface mean results
for S6. In all these comparisons, both the mean values and the levels of statistical significance
show that the addition of explanations proved to be very informative. In specific regard to music
familiarity, Table 11 shows a statistical significance (p<0.05) for textual explanations between the
playlist deemed most familiar, Bohemian (M = 4.05, SE = 0.13), and the playlist deemed least
familiar, Get Up (M = 3.78, SE = 0.10). No other comparisons have statistical significance for S6.
This data suggests that textual explanations may be valued more when the user is already familiar
with the music recommendation.
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4.4.2 Designing explanations for mobiles - statistics (RQ2)

Research question two addresses how to design informative music recommendation explanations
for mobile devices and how users evaluate these design elements. In terms of layout, the visual
design was slightly clearer and easier to understand than the baseline. Even though Table 10
shows no statistical significance on an individual survey level for S2, overall results in Table 9
show a significance (p<0.05) between the baseline (M = 3.59, SE = 0.08) and the visual design (M
= 3.87, SE = 0.08). None of the results for S3 were found to be statistically significant. Overall,
results of S4 show a consensus (p<0.001) that both the textual (M = 3.71, SE = 0.08) and visual (M
= 3.75, SE = 0.08) designs contained the right amount of information, as apposed to the baseline
(M = 3.24, SE = 0.09). In terms of individual playlists, Bohemian participants found the textual
design (M = 3.75, SE = 0.15) to contain the correct amount of information (p<0.05) as apposed
to the baseline (M = 3.18, SE = 0.16). Get Up participants had results of the same significance
level between the baseline (M = 3.22, SE = 0.14) and the textual (M = 3.71, SE = 0.11) designs.
However, both Sunrise and Get Up showed more significance (p<0.001) for the baseline-visual
comparisons (Sunrise Baseline M = 3.32, SE = 0.15; Sunrise Visual M = 4.08, SE = 0.12; Get
Up Baseline M = 3.22, SE = 0.14; Get Up Visual M = 3.86, SE = 0.12). From the results of S5
shown in both Table 9 and Table 10, all the reverse coded mean values for the textual design were
the lowest, meaning it was seen as the most detailed. The baseline unsurprisingly had the highest
mean values when reverse coded for all results. Significance for baseline-textual comparisons was
indicated in both the overall results (p<0.01), and also interestingly on an individual level for the
Bohemian playlist (p<0.05), even though the majority of other results for the Bohemian playlist
point towards the textual design as being most favorable in general. The visual design (M = 3.83,
SE = 0.08) was considered more attractive than both the baseline (M = 3.46, SE = 0.08, p<0.01)
and the textual design (M = 3.48, SE = 0.09, p<0.05), as seen in the overall results of S10. There
was no statistical significance for S11 in any of the comparisons.

4.4.3 Textual versus visual explanations - statistics (RQ3)

Research question three discusses user preferences for textual and visual music recommendation
explanations in a mobile setting, which can be answered by comparing the results of almost all
statements for the textual and visual designs. Unfortunately, the overall findings in Table 9 reveal
almost no statistical significances for the textual-visual comparisons. For significant overall results
when compared to the baseline, the textual interface had slightly higher means for S6, S7, S9,
and S13, and the visual interface had slightly higher means for S2, S4, S8, S10, S11, and S12.
The results of S10 were the only significant (p<0.05) findings to be found between the textual
(M = 3.48, SE = 0.09) and visual (M = 3.83, SE = 0.08) explanation designs in this table. This
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Table 10: MTurk explanation design comparison results (mean±SE) with significance ratings
for each individual playlist. (Likert scale 1-5, higher values indicate more agreement with
the statement; Significance values are based on comparisons between the baseline and textual
explanation designs (∗), baseline and visual explanation designs (∗), textual and visual explanation
designs (∗), where * = significant at p<0.05, ** = significant at p<0.01, *** = significant at
p<0.001 with Bonferroni correction).

Survey playlist 1: Bohemian (n=65) Survey playlist 2: Sunrise (n=50) Survey playlist 3: Get Up (n=63)

Baseline Text Visual Baseline Text Visual Baseline Text Visual

S2 3.65 ±0.14 3.94 ±0.13 3.75 ±0.16 3.64 ±0.16 3.86 ±0.16 4.12 ±0.13 3.49 ±0.14 3.68 ±0.13 3.78 ±0.13
S3 a 3.88 ±0.15 3.71 ±0.16 3.75 ±0.16 3.74 ±0.17 3.38 ±0.21 3.72 ±0.18 3.48 ±0.14 3.33 ±0.16 3.60 ±0.16
S4 3.18 ±0.16 3.75 ±0.15 ∗ 3.40 ±0.15 3.32 ±0.15 3.64 ±0.14 4.08 ±0.12 ∗∗∗ 3.22 ±0.14 3.71 ±0.11 ∗ 3.86 ±0.12 ∗∗∗
S5 a 3.80 ±0.15 3.15 ±0.18 ∗ 3.35 ±0.17 3.58 ±0.19 2.94 ±0.20 3.34 ±0.19 3.44 ±0.17 3.19 ±0.16 3.25 ±0.15
S6 3.08 ±0.16 4.05 ±0.13 ∗∗∗ 3.78 ±0.14 ∗∗ 3.16 ±0.15 3.96 ±0.13 ∗∗∗ 4.02 ±0.10 ∗∗∗ 3.10 ±0.16 3.78 ±0.10 ∗∗ 3.94 ±0.11 ∗∗∗
S7 a 3.43 ±0.16 3.91 ±0.14 3.75 ±0.14 3.04 ±0.18 3.58 ±0.19 3.72 ±0.19 ∗ 2.89 ±0.16 3.33 ±0.15 3.25 ±0.17 ∗
S8 3.17 ±0.15 3.88 ±0.12 ∗∗∗ 3.66 ±0.12 ∗ 3.34 ±0.17 3.72 ±0.16 3.88 ±0.13 3.22 ±0.14 3.49 ±0.11 3.76 ±0.11
S9 a 3.52 ±0.16 4.00 ±0.15 ∗ 3.40 ±0.16 ∗ 3.56 ±0.15 3.16 ±0.19 3.62 ±0.19 3.21 ±0.14 3.49 ±0.14 3.38 ±0.16
S10 3.46 ±0.14 3.71 ±0.14 3.82 ±0.14 3.56 ±0.14 3.38 ±0.18 3.86 ±0.16 3.38 ±0.14 3.32 ±0.16 3.83 ±0.13
S11 a 3.54 ±0.16 3.77 ±0.16 3.29 ±0.18 3.32 ±0.17 3.24 ±0.20 3.80 ±0.16 3.19 ±0.16 3.27 ±0.16 3.57 ±0.15
S12 3.26 ±0.15 3.75 ±0.13 ∗ 3.58 ±0.15 3.46 ±0.14 3.52 ±0.18 3.70 ±0.15 3.22 ±0.15 3.59 ±0.12 3.78 ±0.12
S13 3.38 ±0.16 3.86 ±0.12 3.60 ±0.15 3.44 ±0.15 3.76 ±0.16 4.02 ±0.14 ∗ 3.52 ±0.15 3.73 ±0.11 3.75 ±0.12 ∗
a/ These were reverse coded so that the high end of the scale, scores of 4 and 5, indicate agreement with the positive version of the statement.

would imply, that overall, the visual design is more attractive than the textual one. However, Table
10, which compares designs on an individual survey level, shows no statistical significance for S10
even though all the averages for the visual design were the highest. The only statistical significance
(p<0.05) found in this table was in the reverse coded statement of S9 for participants of Survey
1. Results show that it took them the least amount of time to understand the textual explanation.
Participants of Survey 1 rated the textual design (M = 4.00, SE = 0.15) higher than the visual design
(M = 3.40, SE = 0.16). The overall average for the textual design (M = 3.58, SE = 0.10) is also
slightly higher than for the visual design (M = 3.46, SE = 0.10), though with no significance. There
may be a slight trend in the data that participants of Survey 1 preferred the textual interface over
the visual interface. Looking at the averages alone, participants of Survey 2 and Survey 3 seem to
prefer the visual interface the most, though without any statistical significance it is impossible to
make any concrete conclusions. Explicit feedback from the following comment analysis in Section
4.5 provides additional insight into these results.

4.4.4 User perceptions of mood explanations - statistics (RQ4)

The final research question examines to what extent user perceptions increase or decrease when
affect-based explanations are utilized in a music recommender system when compared to the
baseline. Table 9 shows that overall, participants perceived the system as being more trustworthy
due to the addition of affect-based explanations. Textual (M = 3.70, SE = 0.08) and visual (M =
3.76, SE = 0.07) designs were significantly (p<0.001) more trustworthy than the baseline (M =
3.24, SE = 0.09). As previously mentioned, results from S8 in Table 11 show that Bohemian
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Table 11: MTurk results (mean±SE) with significance ratings comparing the effects of playlist
familiarity. (Likert scale 1-5, higher values indicate more agreement with the statement;
Significance values are based on comparisons between the bohemian and sunrise playlists (∗),
bohemian and get up playlists (∗), sunrise and get up playlists (∗), where * = significant at p<0.05,
** = significant at p<0.01, *** = significant at p<0.001 with Bonferroni correction).

Baseline Explanation (n=178) Textual Explanation (n=178) Visual Explanation (n=178)

Bohemian (n=65) Sunrise (n=50) Get Up (n=63) Bohemian (n=65) Sunrise (n=50) Get Up(n=63) Bohemian (n=65) Sunrise (n=50) Get Up (n=63)

S1 4.20 ±0.12 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ 3.16 ±0.16 ∗∗∗ 2.67 ±0.16 ∗∗∗ 4.02 ±0.14 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ 3.18 ±0.16 ∗∗∗ 2.92 ±0.17 ∗∗∗ 3.89 ±0.13 ∗∗∗ 3.38 ±0.17 ∗ 2.75 ±0.16 ∗∗∗∗
S2 3.65 ±0.14 3.64 ±0.16 3.49 ±0.14 3.94 ±0.13 3.86 ±0.16 3.68 ±0.13 3.75 ±0.16 4.12 ±0.13 3.78 ±0.13
S3 a 3.88 ±0.15 3.74 ±0.17 3.48 ±0.14 3.71 ±0.16 3.38 ±0.21 3.33 ±0.16 3.75 ±0.16 3.72 ±0.18 3.60 ±0.16
S4 3.18 ±0.16 3.32 ±0.15 3.22 ±0.14 3.75 ±0.15 3.64 ±0.14 3.71 ±0.11 3.40 ±0.15 ∗∗ 4.08 ±0.12 ∗∗ 3.86 ±0.12
S5 a 3.80 ±0.15 3.58 ±0.19 3.44 ±0.17 3.15 ±0.18 2.94 ±0.20 3.19 ±0.16 3.35 ±0.17 3.34 ±0.19 3.25 ±0.15
S6 3.08 ±0.16 3.16 ±0.15 3.10 ±0.16 4.05 ±0.13 ∗ 3.96 ±0.13 3.78 ±0.10 ∗ 3.78 ±0.14 4.02 ±0.10 3.94 ±0.11
S7 a 3.43 ±0.16 3.04 ±0.18 2.89 ±0.16 3.91 ±0.14 ∗ 3.58 ±0.19 3.33 ±0.15 ∗ 3.75 ±0.14 3.72 ±0.19 3.25 ±0.17
S8 3.17 ±0.15 3.34 ±0.17 3.22 ±0.14 3.88 ±0.12 ∗ 3.72 ±0.16 3.49 ±0.11 ∗ 3.66 ±0.12 3.88 ±0.13 3.76 ±0.11
S9 a 3.52 ±0.16 3.56 ±0.15 3.21 ±0.14 4.00 ±0.15 ∗∗∗ 3.16 ±0.19 ∗∗ 3.49 ±0.14 ∗ 3.40 ±0.16 3.62 ±0.19 3.38 ±0.16
S10 3.46 ±0.14 3.56 ±0.14 3.38 ±0.14 3.71 ±0.14 3.38 ±0.18 3.32 ±0.16 3.82 ±0.14 3.86 ±0.16 3.83 ±0.13
S11 a 3.54 ±0.16 3.32 ±0.17 3.19 ±0.16 3.77 ±0.16 3.24 ±0.20 3.27 ±0.16 3.29 ±0.18 3.80 ±0.16 3.57 ±0.15
S12 3.26 ±0.15 3.46 ±0.14 3.22 ±0.15 3.75 ±0.13 3.52 ±0.18 3.59 ±0.12 3.58 ±0.15 3.70 ±0.15 3.78 ±0.12
S13 3.38 ±0.16 3.44 ±0.15 3.52 ±0.15 3.86 ±0.12 3.76 ±0.16 3.73 ±0.11 3.60 ±0.15 4.02 ±0.14 3.75 ±0.12

a/ These were reverse coded so that the high end of the scale, scores of 4 and 5, indicate agreement with the positive version of the statement.

participants found the textual explanation to be more trustworthy than Get Up participants
(p<0.05). Table 10 reveals that Bohemian participants trust both the textual design (M = 3.88, SE
= 0.12, p<0.001) and the visual design (M = 3.66, SE = 0.12, p<0.05) more than the baseline (M
= 3.17, SE = 0.15). In terms of cognitive effort, reverse coded responses for S9 from the same
table reveal with significance (p<0.05) that it took Bohemian participants less time to understand
the textual explanations (M = 4.00, SE = 0.15) than the visual (M = 3.40, SE = 0.16) ones. The
same holds true for the overall responses of S9, albeit marginally with with no statistical
significance. People answered S13 with positive significance overall (p<0.05), informing that the
addition of mood-based explanations lead to higher perceived user satisfaction. Looking at the
mean values alone without statistical significance in Table 10, participants of Survey 1 were most
satisfied with the textual explanation design, but also more satisfied with the visual explanations
than the baseline. In terms of statistically significant results, both Survey 2 and 3 participants
were also more satisfied with the explanatory interfaces, but unlike Survey 1 show significance
(p<0.05) for the baseline-visual comparison.
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Figure 45: MTurk post-survey results (n=178).

4.5 MTurk Participants’ Interface Preferences and Comment
Analysis

After comparing interfaces, participants specified their interface preferences, discussed their
explanation design preferences in general, and then expressed their opinions about using mood
data. Verbatim comments from all 178 participants were categorized and dissected in order to
better understand how people perceived the music recommendation explanations. The themes and
specific sentiments within, are referred to as constructs and codes respectively in Table 14 and
Table 15. Sentiments which were not mentioned by at least 10 people were excluded. Participants
are designated by their Survey number S1, S2, or S3, alongside their participant number P1, P2
etc. So, the first participant from the first Survey would be referred to as (S1P1). Comments
below are grouped by the type of the interface preferred by the user, with an additional section
concerning explanations in general.
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Table 12: MTurk explanation design preferences based on gender. (Note: 2 participants associated
as other genders and are not included in this table).

Preference Design Women (n=76) Men (n=100)

Liked Most
Baseline (1) 22% 30%
Text (2) 36% 28%
Visual (3) 42% 42%

Disliked Most
Baseline (1) 53% 50%
Text (2) 28% 31%
Visual (3) 20% 19%

Table 13: MTurk explanation design preferences based on age group.

Preference Design 18-24
(n=11)

25-34
(n=77)

35-44
(n=50)

45-54
(n=25)

55+
(n=15)

Liked Most
Baseline (1) 11 36 0 0 0
Text (2) 0 41 14 0 0
Visual (3) 0 0 36 25 15

Disliked Most
Baseline (1) 3 25 39 14 11
Text (2) 5 26 7 10 4
Visual (3) 3 26 4 1 0

4.5.1 Overall explanation design preferences

Overall results from Figure 45 show that 26% of all participants preferred the baseline, 31%
preferred the textual design, and 43% preferred the visual design. Interesting, the likes and
dislikes of interfaces based on gender were fairly similar for both men and women, as described
in Table 12. Even more interesting, Table 13 shows that younger participants preferred the
baseline, middle aged participants preferred the textual design, while older participants preferred
the visual design. There may be a correlation between design preferences and age, though a
statistical analysis of this was not completed. People who took Survey 1 would rather have textual
explanations over none, and visual explanations over text though only marginally. Over half of
the people who took Survey 2 stated that they preferred the visual design over the other two, yet
more were in favor of the baseline than the textual. For Survey 3, more people preferred the
explanatory interface designs much more than the baseline, however they seem to like the textual
and visual designs almost equally. In terms of which interface design participants liked least,
there was a bit more consensus. Just over half of all participants, 52%, disliked the baseline the
most. Graph C shows the relationship between liked and disliked explanation designs where the
majority of people who preferred the baseline, disliked the textual design most, and that the
majority of people who preferred either explanatory design, disliked the baseline the most.
However, there does not seem to be one clear cut discernible pattern between a user’s likes and
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Table 14: Comment analysis for preferred explanation design. (Number of frequently mentioned
terms per explanation design).

Construct Code Baseline
(n=47)

Textual
(n=55)

Visual
(n=76)

Total
(n=178)

Data
Graphic comparisons - - 15 15
Precise percentages - 16 3 19
Right amount of information 2 12 4 18

Design

Aesthetically pleasing 6 5 35 46
Clean layout 17 12 15 44
Colors - 2 19 21
Detailed - 7 6 13

Efficiency Straight to the point 4 6 20 30
Usability Easy to understand 17 12 11 40

dislikes. When it comes to the survey in general, participants overwhelmingly enjoyed
completing the surveys and understood how to do so. In regard to RQ1, results from the
post-survey question “I would switch to or begin using a music streaming service on my phone if

it had great recommendation explanations” also reveal that the majority of people seem to desire
better music recommendation explanations than what their music streaming services currently
provide (M = 3.88, SE = 0.07, SD = 0.99). Overall, the findings seem to suggest that users find
recommendation explanations to be important.

4.5.2 Preferred baseline design

47 participants who preferred the baseline interface without explanations mentioned that it was due
to its clean layout and felt the system was more capable of being understood by users than those
which included explanations. Feedback from these participants seem to indicate that they are more
comfortable using familiar technology as opposed to trying something new, especially when some
felt that the explanatory interfaces contained too much useless information. One person explained
how:

“Every recommendation doesn’t need to disclose that it was chosen based on 15

parameters”. Referring to his dislike of the textual interface, he goes on to say, “I

want clean and simple. I don’t want something that would take an engineering degree

to decipher. I’m trying to listen to music, not design a jet engine”. (S1P62)

Although not included in the tables as less than 10 people mentioned it, 4 users who preferred
the baseline wrote that familiarity with the recommendations made them less likely to need the
explanations, although this sentiment holds true for a handful of participants who actually preferred
the explanatory interfaces as well. One female participant stated:
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“I think it provides too much information that people don’t really need. Most people

understand what mood they get from different types of music already. Most people will

be familiar with the songs that are recommended anyway”. (S1P27)

4.5.3 Preferred textual design

The 55 people who liked the textual explanation design the most perceived it as being specific,
precise, and detailed. Ironically, these aspects of this design were also the reason why 20 people
disliked this interface. Focusing on those who preferred this design, 12 of them mentioned how
they liked how the comparison breakdown of the similarity score was done with numbers. The
balanced and concise information is easy for them to understand and the amount of specific detail
makes the design look the most complete. One participant who disliked the baseline, as it lacked
an explanation button, described his preference for the textual interface as:

“It gives you the analytical breakdown on why it is recommended. It doesn’t waste

your time with glitz and glamour since it’s info you went out of your way to inquire

about I like it straightforward”. (S2P40)

16 people explicitly wrote that they chose the textual explanation design due to the use of
percentages and numbers as they are more precise than graphs. Two female participants explained:

“Interface 3 is aesthetically pleasing but the bar graph being used is not helpful,

it’s a bit confusing. Since it doesn’t have the numerical data to go along with it, I

am clueless as to what the bars truly mean. I understand the length is supposed to

represent something but the something I don’t understand. Too confusing and too

much assumptions going into it”. This scientific researcher continues by saying that,
“personally I like when there is numerical data to guide my thoughts. I am able to

differentiate easily between different elements. Seeing the percentages, allows me to

actually fully understand why the recommendation was made, I don’t have to assume

nor do I need to look for more information as everything I need is giving to me”.
(S1P52)

“I like the amount of information it is giving you with data and facts but making it

very clear of what it means but the design is friendly and welcoming... I don’t like the

graphic design it looks too industry type and not relatable for people to want to learn

and understand of trust in whats being said”. (S3P33)
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Table 15: Comment analysis for least preferred explanation design. (Number of frequently
mentioned terms per explanation design).

Construct Code Baseline
(n=92)

Textual
(n=52)

Visual
(n=34)

Total
(n=178)

Data
Too little information 31 1 2 34
Too much information - 13 3 16

Design
Unattractive 26 4 4 34
Unorganized layout - 4 6 10

Transparency Not explanatory enough 33 1 - 34
Usability Difficult to understand 7 20 12 39

4.5.4 Preferred visual design

Out of the 76 participants who preferred the visual design, the most important explicit feedback that
emerged were comments about the colorfulness, efficiency, and easy to read layout of the visual
interface. 20 people found the visual design to be the most straightforward, as opposed to only
4 and 6 people who preferred the baseline and textual interfaces respectively. Three participants,
who disliked the baseline the most as it provides no explanations, wrote:

“Many details can be absorbed in a glance compared to the others”. (S1P39)

“I like interface 3 the most because it balances providing extra information for why

the system recommended the songs while also presenting this information is a nice

appealing and easy to understand way. The visuals of the bar graph are superior to

the statistics in my opinion which are dry and hard to look at”. (S2P1)

“You can see why it was chosen just by looking at the bars, no reading or comparing

numbers”. Yet, she also specified that maybe the explanations include “too many

categories” and she “wasn’t sure about what some of them meant”. (S3P59)

35 people declared that they preferred the visual design as it was the most aesthetically
pleasing, and 19 mentioned how they liked the use of colors. At the same time, there were
underlying sentiments that the interface could be improved with the addition of numbers or by
being able to customize different explanations. For example:

“It is simply the most aesthetically appealing and the bar graphs really help with

engagement... [but] I like the designs and percentages. I’m a numbers guy, so seeing

the statistics really gets me involved. I like how precise the numbers get as well”. He
disliked interface 1 because “It is too plain and disengaging”. (S1P16)
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Table 16: MTurk participant opinions on the helpfulness of affective data. (Question: Were the
mood recommendation explanations helpful?).

Answer Bohemian
(n=65)

Sunrise
(n=50)

Get Up
(n=63)

Total
(n=178)

Yes 45 33 38 116
Somewhat 7 5 7 19
No 8 8 7 23
Unclear 5 4 11 20

“It’s the most visually appealing and although I appreciate the numbers

(percentages), it’s much, much faster to process the comparisons using the graphic

bars in Interface 3”. However, she also construes that explanations might not always
be necessary, stating that “because of my familiarity with the artists, I can easily see

why they’re recommended, but in an instance where I wasn’t, [the baseline] wouldn’t

tell me much”. (S1P26)

“I really like the colors that are used for the different moods on the graphs, it really

gives the recommendation explanation some personality, since a lot of people use

colors to express moods. I also like the bar graphs for the different moods as, at a

glance, it is easy to see which moods represent the song and playlist easily. This also

makes it easier to compare the different moods which to me is what I am doing when I

look at the recommendations”. He goes on to say that he would like “a customization

section that allows you to set the list of moods that are used to determine the

playlists”. (S3P21)

“I like how colorful it is, and I like that I can easily compare the two sides without

looking at numbers and having to concentrate on them. This is super easy. While I

found it a little difficult to interpret at first (something about the bars both signaling

an increase even though they’re pointed in the opposite direction), it’s such an

attractive visual. It doesn’t feel overwhelming to look at these soft colors on a

black/grey background”. (S3P31)

4.5.5 General perceptions of mood-based explanations

Specifically in terms of utilizing affective information, Table 16 shows that 116 of 178 participants
explicitly wrote that the mood explanations were helpful. 17 participants acknowledged that they
either often want to build playlists based on moods, or listen to songs based on their current mood.
Two interesting participant responses to the question “What do you think about using moods for

recommendation explanations?” are:
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“I think the mood based recommendations are helpful for trying to figure out which

music can be appropriate in certain contexts. Of course feelings are subjective so it’s

not going to be right all the time but in general it is useful to have in my opinion”.
(S2P1)

“Yes! My playlist often emphasizes a mood I am in or wish to get in, and so that is

extremely useful and I like it and would use something like that regularly to try out

new music”. (S2P6)

Regardless of the similarity metric being used, it could be argued of all algorithms that none of
them will ever be 100% perfect. Therefore, some users may be reluctant to adopt explanations. 11
participants mentioned that while the idea of mood-based explanations is interesting, explanations
may not be necessary so they may or may not use them. For example:

“I think in certain circumstances it could be beneficial. For me though, it is just more

stuff to click through potentially. I just want to get down to the point and get music”.
(S1P9)

“It is something I might or might not use. It is not something I miss having”. (S3P42)

Overall however, most participant comments positively mimicked those of the statistical results
which revealed that participants would like more recommendation explanations and would switch
to or being using a new system if it had great recommendation explanations. After completing this
study, many users are more aware of recommendation explanations and most seem to perceive a
system as being more valuable if it includes explanations. For example:

“I would use recommendations a lot more often since I can see why they were chosen”.
(S1P23)

“Well, if this system were implemented, I would pay much more attention to

recommendations! It’s a royal pain when you don’t know WHY something has been

recommended to you, and makes you wary of trying new music simply because the

system only says ”you’ll like it, trust me” (after having recommended things that are

not at all like what you’re listening to by choice!)”. (S1P31)

“In general I like how they increase my understanding of why the system recommends

the things it does”. (S2P1)

“I now think that recommendation explanations are even more important. I see how an

insight into the algorithms can help you identify your preferences in a more consistent

manner, too”. (S3P31)

“Using moods for recommendations meets the needs of the user”. (S3P58)
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This final Chapter provides a summary of the main findings, revealing the implications of this study
for future research. Section 5.1 discusses the overall findings of the research study in relation to
the research questions. Section 5.2 points out potential drawbacks with the research methodology,
constraints related to the time-frame of this thesis, in addition to other issues related to survey
questions and results. It also highlights which aspects of this study researchers should make further
inquires into and concludes this thesis.

5.1 Discussion
The main goal of the presented study was to perform a comparative user evaluation of two affect-
based explanatory interface designs against a non-explanatory baseline. Moodplay’s approach to
mood-based explanations were explored further by applying their latest design to the realm of
mobile devices. First, the need for explanations in the mobile domain was established through a
systematic literature review and 2 pre-studies. These findings also chartered the way forward on
how to design such explanations, which lead to creating the Spotify lookalike baseline, textual,
and visual interfaces. 210 Amazon Mechanical Turkers, divided into three groups by playlist
type, answered an online questionnaire comparing the three different interfaces; the results of
which were compiled from the 178 people who passed the attention checks. In the following, the
conclusions drawn from this research are summarized by research question.

5.1.1 The value of explanations - discussion (RQ1)

The first research question asked, “To what extent are explanations in mobile music recommender

applications valued by users, and how does music familiarity affect that?”. The premise for asking
this question was based on the primarily positive feedback from previous studies, displayed in
Table 3, regarding the importance of recommendation explanations. These findings were looked at
from a UX perspective in order to design music recommendation explanations for mobile devices,
where there is a gap in the present state-of-the-art. The research completed in this thesis was
able to substantiate the claim that users would like better music recommendation explanations as
evident by looking back at Figures 36, 39, and 44. At the same time, results in Figure 44 also
indicate that while explanations would be nice to have, the majority of users expressed that they
already understand their music recommendations and are actually slightly more interested in being
able to control them. Figure 45 shows that the majority of users stated they would switch to or
begin using a music streaming service on their mobile phone if it had great music recommendation
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explanations. As expected, Table 9 depicts a large statistical significance in favor of the explanatory
interfaces over the baseline interface.

Many of the participants who preferred the baseline commented that they did not need
explanations as they were already familiar with the music being recommended to them, or
assumed that they would be. There was a tendency for Survey 1 participants, whom evaluated the
Bohemian playlist containing the most well know artists, to prefer the textual interface design. It
could be speculated that if this type of person were to ever utilize explanations, they would only
do so to collect more in-depth information to obtain new knowledge. This may be the reason they
preferred the textual design, which provided users with a precise percentage breakdown of mood
data. Some of the participants expressed that when music recommendations are unfamiliar, they
want a quick way of deciding if the recommendation is right for them. That’s why they preferred
the visual design. While interesting, there does not seem to be enough evidence of statistical
significance to make any strong definitive conclusions about the relationship between music
familiarity and explanation utilization.

5.1.2 Designing explanations for mobiles - discussion (RQ2)

The second research question asked, “How do users evaluate the different design elements of

music recommendation explanations in a mobile setting?”. The comment analysis from Section
4.5 paints a picture of what explanation features users are most concerned with. According to
Table 14 and Table 15, the main themes surrounding these important factors were data (type and
amount of information), design (look of the explanation), efficiency (cognitive load), transparency
(understanding how and why something is recommended), and usability (ease of use). In terms
of information types, these studies uncovered that users would like to know more about musical
moods and genres. There were mixed opinions about information quantity, though users preferred
explanations over none, so it is in the best interest of the designer to allow users to regulate this
aspect of explanations if possible. Table 9 shows that mean scores were reasonably high for S2
and S4, and the non-coded means for S3 and S5 were reasonably low, showing that the amount of
information and level of detail of both the textual and visual designs were acceptable. In both the
second pre-survey and the MTurk study, users mentioned that they value the level of detail and the
use of color in explanation designs. Although Holm (2012) found that it is difficult to visualize
genres through only colors, this study may have seen more positive results due to the addition
of labels and since the colors were based on moods. While there is a significance between the
baseline and visual in terms of layout, almost equal amounts of participants with different design
preferences commented that they chose that particular design as their favorite based on its clean
layout. The findings highlight that it is difficult, if not impossible, to create one explanation design
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which would please all users. Designers must balance user preferences and explanatory goals, as
user perceptions and the outcomes of the goals can be greatly affected by the explanation design.

5.1.3 Textual versus visual explanations - discussion (RQ3)

The third research question asked, “To what extent do users prefer these explanations to be either

textual or visual?”. User feedback shows that attractiveness is important. Table 9 shows that
the most aesthetically pleasing design was the visual. There were no other significant overall
results for any textual-visual comparisons. Many of the participants who preferred the textual
explanation adamantly stated a sentiment similar to ‘I’m just more of a numbers person’, while
those who preferred the visual explanation expressed the exact opposite sentiment. Statistically
speaking, numbers show that people found the visual explanation to be slightly less detailed than
the textual one. Textual explanations were generally preferred by users who wanted raw explicit
detailed information. The visual design was described as being simpler or less complex than the
textual and generally preferred by users who wanted a quick way to compare recommendations.
A handful of people actually suggested that the visual design should include more details, such as
percentages, more in line with the information shown in the textual interface. The main conclusion
to take away from these results is that humans are very diverse and process information in different
way, and as such, have different preferences on what design they like. This is in line with the
findings from He et al. (2016).

5.1.4 User perceptions of mood explanations - discussion (RQ4)

The fourth research question asked, “To what extent do affect-based explanations influence a

users perception of the system and its music recommendations?”. Explanations can be seen a
precursor to achieving an overall better user experience. Both explanatory interfaces did
significantly better than the baseline in terms of ease of use, transparency, trust, and satisfaction.
Additionally, the 47 MTurk participants who did not like the explanatory interfaces had a lower
overall satisfaction with their preferred interface, the baseline, than those who chose an
explanatory interface. Participants also mentioned that explanation efficiency is important to
them, however both explanatory designs prevailed similarly over the baseline with no clear-cut
winner in this category. Statistics from Table 10 show that it took participants of Survey 1 less
time to understand the design of the textual explanation than the visual explanation, however
there were no other statistical significances between or within Surveys. Specifically regarding
affective information, very few participants mentioned either that they did not understand how the
moods were matched to the music, or that as mood classifications are not accurate and open to
interpretation they should not be used as a recommendation explanation metric. Generally, people
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feel that there is a strong connection between music and moods and therefore consider moods to
be a good way to represent recommendation explanations.

5.1.5 Key research question conclusions

The answers to each research question can be summed up into 4 short statements:

RQ1: Users perceive the addition of explanations as an improvement to current mobile music
applications which have little to no explanations, though music familiarity may slightly
affect their perceptions.

RQ2: Users’ design evaluations of mobile music recommendation explanations vary due to
differences in personal preferences.

RQ3: No significant difference between textual and visual explanations was found.

RQ4: Moods are an acceptable way to explain music recommendations and the use of affective
information may help systems become more efficient, transparent, trustworthy, and
satisfactory.

5.2 Limitations and Future Research
Several limitations should be acknowledged when interpreting the results of this research. Order
bias may have occurred in both the second pre-survey and the main Mturk study. In the second
pre-survey, all designs were shown together side by side, so some may have ranked them partially
based off of the order in which they were placed on the page. The main study was meant to be a
controlled lab-study where 24 new participants fully tested 3 final high fidelity prototypes in
random order with a latin-square design, but this was not possible due to the corona virus
outbreak. Given having 3 conditions, the 3 different interfaces, and 24 people, 4 people would be
randomly assigned to each one of the following test orders: 123, 132, 213, 231, 312, 321. In other
words, 4 people would complete the tasks first with interface A then B then C, another 4 would
complete the tasks first with interface A then C then B, etc. There could potentially be a positive
bias towards the explanatory interfaces as the baseline was always shown first, which could also
be exacerbated by the fact that users were aware of the research hypothesis, that music
recommender systems do not have enough explanations, before starting the survey. The fact that
the research study was not interactive is also a limitation as it was unable to properly analyze the
system in terms of usability. One user specifically mentioned that it was difficult to answer
questions properly without having experience using the systems. Originally, users were going to
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be asked to fill out a SUS questionnaire, but that did not fit with the MTurk online testing model.
In addition, not all users watched the videos presented. User feedback shows that some of these
participants did not completely understand the ‘WHY?’ button or the pop-up interaction. It is
difficult to interpret user feedback regarding system use intention when none of the participants
actually used the application. In general, more user testing needs to be conducted interactively in
order to determine the best way for explanations to be implemented practically in a mobile music
application. There may have also some confusion around recommendation generation and
explanation design. Further studies may benefit from explicitly explaining to users that all
recommendation explanations are generated in the same fashion, just like Herlocker et al. (2000)
did.

This research study has proved that music recommendation explanations for mobile devices is
a subject area which should be further explored. This should also be an area of interest to major
music streaming service companies as including explanations could potentially be considered a
competitive advantage as the main user study in this thesis showed that the majority of users
would be willing to switch providers in order to receive better recommendation explanations. One
impediment to implementing explanations in commercial music streaming services is that
customers are already satisfied with the status quo, as millions of people use music streaming
services regardless of how pleased they are with the system. Many participants mentioned that
previously, they were unaware that music recommendations could be more explanatory. The
textual and visual explanations tested in this thesis look like promising designs which could be
seamlessly integrated into an existing music mobile application. Further research should also look
at including both a textual and a visual explanation option in a modern day music steaming
service application for users to choose between. It was not within the scope of this thesis to
explore the relationship between control over music recommendations and the need for explicit
music recommendation explanations. Control comes in a variety of forms and has been
experimented with, to different extents, in many of the previous works referenced in this thesis.
While controllability may not have been a main objective, Lillie (2008), Goto & Goto (2009),
Gretarsson et al. (2010), Guo et al. (2011), Saito & Itoh (2011), Bogdanov et al. (2013),
Lehtiniemi & Holm (2013), Kamalzadeh et al. (2016), Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019),
Millecamp et al. (2019), and Vavrille et al. (n.d.), all show at least one example where users were
provided with some form of control over their music recommendations. As mobile devices have
small screens, allowing users to fine tune their recommendations or provide them with
personalized recommendations may help with spacial issues. It should be noted that a small
screen does not necessarily correlate with users needing or wanting less explanations. When
conducting future research, consider the following when designing new music recommendation
explanations for mobile devices as not one explanation fits all. Who is using the system? Users
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have different preferences. Consider personalization. What kind of explanations? Moods, genres,
and similarity score are all viable data-types for music recommendation explanations. Colorful
designs, whether textual or visual, fair better than black and white. Where to place explanations?
Normative or pragmatic. It’s better to let the user choose when they want to see detailed
explanations, rather than being shown on screen, so they don’t occupy too much screen space.
When to show explanations? Context. Users may not always need to be informed. Why
explanations? Explanations should match explanatory goals. How much information to display?
Too much data leads information overload. Allow for controllability to reduce cognitive load.

5.3 Open Science
This thesis participates in open science by sharing the results of this work freely and openly with
the public in order to make this study reproducible. This master’s thesis will be published in the
University of Bergen’s Open Research Archive (BORA)16. The results from this study can be found
in a Github repository17. Along with the raw data, a snippet of R code used to calculate the p-values
in RStudio is also included along with an example csv file. For possible access to the Moodplay
Dataset, it is advised to speak with the authors of Andjelkovic, Parra, & O’Donovan (2019).

16http://bora.uib.no/
17https://github.com/akbobrow/RecSysThesis
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Appendix

A Literature Review Additional Information
The academic digital databases used were ACM digital Library18, Elsevier19, Google Scholar20,
Oria21, and ScienceDirect22. The scope of search terms included: data visualization, mobile user

interface design, mood representation, music information retrieval, music information

visualization, music recommender systems, music stereotypes, recommendation explanations,
recommender system evaluation guidelines, usability heuristics, user-centric evaluation, user

experience. Papers were organized into categories by associated keywords in the reference
management software Mendeley23 with the possibility of fitting into multiple categories. When a
relevant article was found, any preceding or subsequent paper was also read in order to
understand how the authors improved upon their original findings. If another paper was directly
quoted in a relevant article, that was also read to verify the claims they made. As explained by
Kitchenham & Brereton (2013), this is know as snowballing, or citation-based search. Older
articles found via snowballing which relate to the generalities of explanations, mood, or
recommender systems for example, were deemed beneficial, while older articles relating to
visualizations or interface design were seen as outdated. Many researchers also referenced
commercial streaming services or non-academic music recommender systems research.
Therefore, these types of works were also allowed to be examined if they were already mentioned
in academic works in order to comprehend the current state-of-art in this industry as a whole.
Two commercial streaming service assessments which were included in this thesis but not
included in Table 3 are Hu (2019) and Vavrille et al. (n.d.).

There will always be limitations to completing a literature review as it is in often the very
nature of research to be conducted differently. Almost none of the papers read were repeated
experiments, but new ones with new findings, making it hard to do proper comparisons between
papers. Table 3 only presents the key aspects of research which are most relevant to this thesis.
There are numerous components to every recommender system and as such, each research paper
discussed focused on different aspects and different goals to be achieved. Some papers tested a
new interface, some compared this new interface to a baseline, and others compared several
different interfaces or visualization styles. Additional factors such as different domain or different

18https://dl.acm.org/
19https://www.elsevier.com/
20https://scholar.google.com/
21https://uib.oria.no/
22https://www.sciencedirect.com/
23https://www.mendeley.com/
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user testing techniques also have to be taken into consideration when drawing comparisons.
During the course of completing this background research, a cornucopia of other quasi related
data was uncovered which was not mentioned in Section 2. Certain academic and non-academic
works were flagged as semi-relevant due to them being either too old and therefore no longer
pertinent, there being no user studies or user studies with too few participants to have a statistical
significance, or since their evaluation and results were not considered to be useful enough. The
other music recommendation systems which were also taken into consideration when developing
this study, though excluded from this thesis, are: BBC labs Radio Waves24, Cardoso et al.’s
“MOODetector: A Prototype Software Tool for Mood-based Playlist Generation”25, Chen and
Butz’s “MusicSim: Integrating Audio Analysis and User Feedback in an Interactive Music

Browsing UI”26, Dalhuijsen’s MusicalNodes thesis “A graphical representation of digital music

libraries using relational and absolute data to rediscover your collection”27, Esswein et al.’s
“geMsearch: Personalized Explorative Music Search”28, Gulik and Vignoli’s “Visual Playlist

Generation on the Artist Map”29, Hides et al.’s “Efficacy and Outcomes of a Music-Based

Emotion Regulation Mobile App in Distressed Young People: Randomized Controlled Trial”30,
Hilliges et al.’s “AudioRadar: A Metaphorical Visualization for the Navigation of Large Music

Collections”31, Jentsch’s graduation project “The Consumption of Music in the Era of iTunes”32,
Jin et al.’s “Effects of personal characteristics in control-oriented user interfaces for music

recommender systems”33, Kangasraasio et al.’s “Improving Controllability and Predictability of

Interactive Recommendation Interfaces for Exploratory Search”34, Katarya et al.’s “An

Interactive Interface for Instilling Trust and providing Diverse Recommendations”35, Lehtiniemi
and Ojala’s “Evaluating MoodPic – A Concept for Collaborative Mood Music Playlist

Creation”36, Lehtiniemi and Ojala’s “Using Adaptive Avatars for Visualizing Recent Music”37,

24https://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/radiolabs/2009/10/bbc radio waves visualising mu.shtml
25https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257307898
26https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/1502650.1502713
27https://www.studiowith.nl/uploads/MusicalNodes - LisaDalhuijsen 20110620.pdf
28http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2068/milc2.pdf
29http://ismir2005.ismir.net/proceedings/2011.pdf
30https://mhealth.jmir.org/2019/1/e11482/
31https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/11795018 8
32http://www.formater.de/
33http://doi.org/10.1007/s11257-019-09247-2
34https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/2678025.2701371
35https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=7001463
36https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6676547
37https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/2663806.2663820
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Moodbar38, Mufin (MUsic FINder) player39, MusicMap40, Nakano et al.’s “PlaylistPlayer: An

Interface Using Multiple Criteria to Change the Playback Order of a Music Playlist”41, Onyro’s
TuneGlue42, Pampalk and Goto’s “MusicRainbow: A New User Interface to Discover Artists

Using Audio-based Similarity and Web-based Labeling”43, Pampalk and Goto’s “Musicsun: A

New Approach to Artist Recommendation”44, Vad et al.’s “Design and Evaluation of a

Probabilistic Music Projection Interface”45, Vallandingham’s Track Tag Love46, Welten’s
master’s thesis “Personalized Organization of Music on Mobile Devices”47, and Yang et al.’s
“Mr. Emo: Music retrieval in the emotion plane”48. Going into detail about these systems was
not within the scope of this paper. Further research should explore the systems mentioned above.
The study by Hides et al. is of particular interest as it relates directly to mood based music
recommendations in a mobile setting, though has no direct ties to recommendation explanations.
Unfortunately the paper was published after the literature review had already been completed and
there was not enough time to include it.

38https://github.com/exaile/moodbar
39https://smartphones.gadgethacks.com/news/mapping-your-music-collection-with-mufin-player-for-android

-0128924/
40https://www.gnod.com/
41https://staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/PAPER/IUI2016nakano.pdf
42https://onyro.com/tuneglue-audiomaptunegluenet
43https://staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/MusicRainbow/pam ismir06 music rainbow.pdf
44http://pampalk.at/publications/pampalk ismir07 music sun.pdf
45http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/∼rod/publications/VadBolMur15.pdf
46http://vallandingham.me/msd/vis/
47https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/2308/7805bbbede75bbcd933c66dc6849df40d04d.pdf
48https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221573849
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B SurveyXact Surveys
The three surveys executed on Amazon Mechanical Turk were created through SurveyXact. All
surveys were identical apart from the playlists shown. The following includes the entire
questionnaire from the first MTurk survey, links to the YouTube videos which show the design
interactions for each interface, and additional pictures from surveys two and three.

B.1 Links to YouTube Interface Videos
Survey 1 Bohemian Playlist
Baseline:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvMtqFIvrhk&list=UUX0748cn BQsmuaMAhYEUiA
Text:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVNdb4L28Zk&list=UUX0748cn BQsmuaMAhYEUiA
Visual:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtUCigccCBk&list=UUX0748cn BQsmuaMAhYEUiA

Survey 2 Sunrise Playlist
Baseline:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buox2jI1WOw&list=UUX0748cn BQsmuaMAhYEUiA
Text:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzwIK8O K0g&list=UUX0748cn BQsmuaMAhYEUiA
Visual:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TM7K9iPEPM&list=UUX0748cn BQsmuaMAhYEUiA

Survey 3 Get Up Playlist
Baseline:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-ZFtr8DH2o&list=UUX0748cn BQsmuaMAhYEUiA
Text:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWxhkcCZ33Y&list=UUX0748cn BQsmuaMAhYEUiA
Visual:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9PnWnZ7Uo5A&list=UUX0748cn BQsmuaMAhYEUiA
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B.2 MTurk Survey Task Announcement
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B.3 MTurk Survey 1 Example (Bohemian Playlist)

 

You are invited to participate in the student research study:
How to design music recommendation explanations on

mobile devices for applications such as Spotify
Purpose
The official title of this master's thesis study is “Explanations in Music Recommender Systems in a Mobile
Setting.” The study's purpose is to examine user preferences in order to design better music
recommendation explanations for mobile phone applications. We would like to know if you are satisfied with
current explanations, or if you would prefer more information about why certain music has been
recommended to you.

Questions
First you will be asked demographic questions, in addition to your musical and technological familiarity and
preferences. Then you will be asked to compare three user interface designs, each of which display a
different type of recommendation explanation. These were created specifically for mobile devices. Some
questions are on a scale from 1 to 5, others are open-ended.

Consent
All of the data collected in this survey is anonymous and securely stored. You may withdraw your consent by
simply exiting this survey and not completing it. Please refer to Amazon Mechanical Turk for more
information. 

This 10 - 15 minute long survey should be completed on a computer. It is preferable if you have
or have had experience with music streaming services, but not required. Please close any other
applications which may cause distractions.

Background Data
 

1. What gender do you currently associate with?
Female

Male

Other

2. Which age group do you belong to?
18 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 -54

55+

3. Education: Which category best describes you?
High school diploma or equivalent

Some college

Bachelor's Degree

Master's Degree

Doctorate Degree

Other  

4. Work: Which category best describes you?
Accounting & Legal

Education

Finance

Government / Public Sector

Health Care

Information Technology (IT)

Musician

Retail / Sales

Retired

Student

Other  
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Music and Technology Preferences

1. Please choose whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale of 1 - 5, where
1 means strongly disagree and 5 means strongly agree.

(Strongly disagree)
1

(Disagree)
2

(Neutral)
3

(Agree)
4

(Strongly agree)
5

I am familiar with recommender systems.

The thought of using unfamiliar digital technology is uncomfortable.

I am familiar with Spotify.

I am confident about my ability to use digital technologies.

I am familiar with Spotify's recommendation features.

2. Do you currently use a music streaming service such as Apple Music, Deezer, Spotify, Tidal etc.?
Yes, I am currently using a music streaming service.

No, but I used to use a music streaming service.

No, I have never used a music streaming service before.

3. How often do you use your smartphone to listen to music?
5 or more hours per day

3 - 4 hours per day

1 - 2 hours per day

Weekly

Monthly

Never

Other

4. What are your favorite music genres? You may choose up to 3.
Blues

Classical / Opera

Country

Dance / Electronic / House

Easy Listening

Folk

Heavy Metal

Hip Hop / Rap

Jazz

Latin

Pop

Reggae

R&B / Soul

Rock

Other
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Music Recommendation Preferences

You previously stated that you currently use a music streaming service. Please answer these questions based on your experience 
with your current music streaming service.

Please choose whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale of 1 - 5, where 1 means strongly disagree and 5 means 
strongly agree.

(Strongly disagree)
1

(Disagree)
2

(Neutral)
3

(Agree)
4

(Strongly agree)
5

I would like more control over my music recommendations.

I understand the music recommendations that are suggested to me.

I would like better explanations for why certain music is recommended to me.

I often listen to the music recommendations that are suggested to me.

You previously stated that you used to use a music streaming service. Please answer these questions based on your previous
experience with music streaming service to the best of your recollection.

Please choose whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale of 1 - 5, where 1 means strongly disagree and 5 means
strongly agree.

(Strongly disagree)
1

(Disagree)
2

(Neutral)
3

(Agree)
4

(Strongly agree)
5

I understood the music recommendations that were suggested to me.

I would have liked more control over my music recommendations.

I often used to listen to the music recommendations that were suggested to me.

I would have liked better explanations for why certain music was recommended to me.

Recommendation Explanation Data: What types of additional information would you like to have in order to better understand
why certain music was recommended to you? Choose as many as you'd like.

Acousticness (how acoustic or electronic the music is, acoustic/analog vs electric/digital instruments)

Danceability (how suitable the music is for dancing)

Energy (how energetic / fast / loud a song is)

Emoji / Emoticons (describes music based on emotional icons)

Genre information (rock, pop, blues...)

Loudness (musical dynamic, the overall loudness of music in decibels (dB))

Moods (what state of mind the music will put you in, how it makes you feel)

Popularity Score (how popular the music is)

Rhythm (musical feel)

Similarity Score (percentage of how alike different music is to each other)

Tags (musical keywords, terms, or annotations)

Tempo (beats per minute, if the music is fast or slow)

Timbre (tone color or tone quality)

Valence / Arousal (how positive or negative the music is)

I don't need any more explanations

I don't know

Other

Interface Comparison Section

The next few questions ask you to analyze different interface designs. All images are screenshots taken from a mobile phone

application. This survey is not interactive and only contains static images. You are not able to interact with the images in any way.

The following three videos show how one would interact with the mobile application. This should you give a better idea of how the

application works. You only need to watch the first 30-45 seconds of each video.
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INTERFACE 1
This is an example of a present-day music recommender system, recommending songs for a playlist.

Now imagine yourself listening to a playlist you created called Bohemian on your smart phone. 
You would like to add more songs to this playlist.

You notice the system provides a list of recommended songs at the bottom of the playlist.
You also see an explanation for why these songs were recommended.

Please choose whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale of 1 - 5,
where 1 means strongly disagree and 5 means strongly agree.

(Strongly disagree)
1

(Disagree)
2

(Neutral)
3

(Agree)
4

(Strongly agree)
5

I do not like the design of the explanation

The explanation is too detailed

I understand why 'Message In A Bottle' by 'The Police' is recommended

The explanation increased my trust in the system

The explanation is attractive and pleasing to look at

The explanation is unnecessarily complex

I would like to use a system which uses this type of explanation

It took me a long time to understand the explanation

I am familiar with these artists / songs

The explanation does not provide useful information

The explanation contains the right amount of information

The design layout of the explanation is clear and easy to understand

Overall, I am satisfied with the recommendation explanation
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Please choose whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale of 1 - 5,
where 1 means strongly disagree and 5 means strongly agree.

(Strongly disagree)
1

(Disagree)
2

(Neutral)
3

(Agree)
4

(Strongly agree)
5

INTERFACE 2
This is another version of the same recommender system, recommending songs for a playlist.

Now imagine yourself listening to a playlist you created called Bohemian on your smart phone. 
You would like to add more songs to this playlist.

You notice the system provides a list of recommended songs at the bottom of the playlist.
You also see an explanation for why these songs were recommended.

The design layout of the explanation is clear and easy to understand

I will choose the neutral answer number three for this question

The explanation does not provide useful information

I do not like the design of the explanation

The explanation is unnecessarily complex

The explanation increased my trust in the system

The explanation is attractive and pleasing to look at

I would like to use a system which uses this type of explanation

The explanation contains the right amount of information

It took me a long time to understand the explanation

I understand why 'Message In A Bottle' by 'The Police' is recommended

The explanation is too detailed

I am familiar with these artists / songs

Overall, I am satisfied with the recommendation explanation
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Please choose whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale of 1 - 5,
where 1 means strongly disagree and 5 means strongly agree.

(Strongly disagree)
1

(Disagree)
2

(Neutral)
3

(Agree)
4

(Strongly agree)
5

INTERFACE 3
This is another version of the same recommender system, recommending songs for a playlist.

Now imagine yourself listening to a playlist you created called Bohemian on your smart phone. 
You would like to add more songs to this playlist.

You notice the system provides a list of recommended songs at the bottom of the playlist.
You also see an explanation for why these songs were recommended.

The explanation is too detailed

The design layout of the explanation is clear and easy to understand

I am familiar with these artists / songs

The explanation increased my trust in the system

I do not like the design of the explanation

The explanation does not provide useful information

I would like to use a system which uses this type of explanation

The answer to this question is disagree which is number two

I understand why 'Message In A Bottle' by 'The Police' is recommended

The explanation contains the right amount of information

The explanation is attractive and pleasing to look at

The explanation is unnecessarily complex

It took me a long time to understand the explanation

Overall, I am satisfied with the recommendation explanation
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1. Which recommendation explanation design do you like the most?
Interface 1 Interface 2 Interface 3

2. Why do you like this recommendation explanation design the most?

3. Which recommendationexplanation design do you dislike the most?
Interface 1 Interface 2 Interface 3

4. Why do you dislike this recommendation explanation design the most?

5. In general, what do you like most about the recommendation explanations shown above and what do you like
the least?

6. Are there any design changes you would make to any of the interfaces shown above? (optional)

Please compare the different recommendation explanation designs shown in these three interfaces.
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7. Were the mood-based recommendation explanations helpful?

8. In general, now that you have seen this survey, what do you think about using moods for recommendation
explanations?

Post-Survey Section

1. Please state whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale of 1-5, where 1 means
strongly disagree and 5 means strongly agree.

(Strongly
disagree)

1

(Disagree)
2

(Neutral)
3

(Agree)
4

(Strongly
agree)

5

Overall, I understood how to answer the questions in this survey.

Overall, I enjoyed taking this survey.

I would switch to or begin using a music streaming service on my phone if it had great recommendation
explanations.

2. You were asked in the pre-survey whether or not music recommendation explanations are important to you.
Has your opinion changed after participating in this study?

3. Do you have any other suggestions on how to improve recommendation explanations for music applications on
mobile phones? (optional)

4. Please feel free to add any addition comments here. (optional)

Thank you for participating in this student research project on how to design
music recommendation explanations on mobile devices for applications such as

Spotify

Please enter the following code into Amazon Mechanical Turk to get
credit: 

(code was shown here)

Upon clicking Finish you will be redirected to Amazon Mechanical Turk's homepage.

The mood data provided in Interface 2 and Interface 3 explains what state of mind the music will put 
you in after listening to it, or rather how the music will make you feel.
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B.4 Pictures from Survey 2 (Sunrise playlist)

(a) Baseline - Sunrise.

(b) Textual Explanatory Interface - Sunrise.

(c) Visual Explanatory Interface - Sunrise.
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Explanatory Interface Comparison - Sunrise.
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B.5 Pictures from Survey 3 (Get Up playlist)

(a) Baseline - Get Up.

(b) Textual Explanatory Interface - Get Up.

(c) Visual Explanatory Interface - Get Up.
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Explanatory Interface Comparison - Get Up.
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